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■ Paperless electronic voting machines — such as the one shown here
from Sequoia Voting Systems — pose a threat to Libertarians, said
California LP member Susan Marie Weber, who has filed a lawsuit to
stop their use. "There is absolutely no way to verify any election that
is on an electronic voting system," she said.

Libertarian Lawsuit targets
paperless voting machines

By Bill Winter
LP NEWS EDITOR

A California Libertarian whofiled a potentially ground¬
breaking lawsuit against
"touchscreen" voting sys¬

tems is now waiting to learn whether
an appeals court will hear oral argu¬
ments in the case.

Susan Marie Weber, a resident of
Palm Desert, California, said she
hopes to get word any day from the
Ninth Circuit Federal Court of Appeals
in San Francisco.

"We are awaiting the court's deci¬
sion," she said. "If they say yes, then
I will appear in court. If they decide
to hear the case based on documents

only, we will be notified to that de¬
cision. We check mail every day, hav¬
ing no idea when they will advise."

At stake in the case is whether
the government can use Direct Re¬
cording Electronic (DRE) touchscreen
voting machines in Riverside County,
California. The machines use an elec¬
tronic voting system that produces
no paper ballots.

Weber said the case is important
to Libertarians "because nothing else
matters if we have no vote."

"Without transparency in elec¬
tions, and the ability to see a docu¬
ment to recount, we'll never know for
sure" how many votes Libertarian
Party candidates receive, she said.

"All Libertarians should be in¬
censed that there is absolutely no
way to verify any election that is on
an electronic voting system. For a
recount, the election officers merely
put the cartridges into the counting
machine and push the buttons. That
is their 'proof' that the count was
correct. Anybody who knows a smid¬
gen of programming knows how ma-
nipulatable this system is."

Slow acceptance
A ruling against DRE voting sys¬

tems could halt their distribution in
California, said Weber, and create a

legal precedent that could slow their
acceptance around the USA.

Weber, who is Chair of the Desert
Area Libertarians (Riverside County

See TOUCHSCREEN Page 2

Anti-Brady Bill sheriff
joins Libertarian Party
Richard Mack plans to
run for Utah governor

The Arizona sheriff whoselegal challenge against the
Brady Bill went all the way to
the Supreme Court and ended

with a historic victory for states'
rights has joined the Libertarian
Party.

Richard Mack, 50, became an LP
member in June, saying that Repub¬
licans and Democrats "have had a

monopoly on our political system and
have made a mess of it. It's high time
for a change and some fundamental
competition."

Mack, now a resident of Utah, also
said that he will seek the LFs nomi¬
nation to run for governor of that
state in 2004, and will officially
launch an exploratory committee in
July.

His gubernatorial campaign has
only one goal, said Mack: To win.

"I will not do this to make a to¬

ken statement or to promote a party,"
he said. "There's too much at stake. I
am only running to win!"

Mack currently works as the Pub¬
lic Affairs Director for Gun Owners of

■ Richard Mack, shown here when
he was sheriff of Graham County,
Arizona, has joined the LP and
will run for governor of Utah.

America (GOA), a national pro-Sec-
ond Amendment organization.

He is the co-author of From My
Cold, Dead Fingers and Government,
God, and Freedom, and has been a

speaker on the national gun-rights
circuit for the last decade.

However, Mack was just an ordi¬
nary sheriff in rural Graham County

in southeast Arizona in 1993 when
then-President Bill Clinton signed
into law the Brady Bill, which man¬
dated a five-day waiting period be¬
fore gun purchases. The bill also re¬
quired local law enforcement officials
to do background checks on gun pur¬
chasers.

Mack, who was first elected sher¬
iff in 1988 and re-elected in 1992,
said the bill immediately troubled
him. So he filed a lawsuit against the
Brady Bill in U.S. District Court in
Tucson, Arizona in early 1994.

No jurisdiction
"The federal government has no

jurisdiction or constitutional author¬
ity to order sheriffs in this country
to do anything," he said at the time.
His small sheriff's department also did
not have the time or the manpower
to comply with the law, he said.

The District Court judge agreed
that the Brady Bill's mandate was un¬
constitutional, but that ruling was
overturned by the Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals. Along with Sheriff Jay
Printz of Ravalli County, Montana,
who had also challenged the Brady
Bill, Mack appealed to the U.S.

See SHERIFF Page 5

Federal grand jury investigates charges
of illegal anti-LP activity by Illinois GOP
About a year after a high-ranking Republican office¬

holder in Illinois illegally
used state workers to try to

keep Libertarian candidates off the
ballot, a federal grand jury is inves¬
tigating the incident.

According to a report in the Chi¬
cago Tribune, a federal grand jury is
looking into charges that Illinois
Treasurer Judy Baar Topinka used
state employees to challenge a slate
of Libertarian candidates before the
2002 election. The employees were on
the state clock at the time.

Topinka, who was first elected
state treasurer in 1994, is currently
serving her third term in office. She
also serves as the state chair of

the Republican
Party.

The investi¬

gation, which
is being run by
the U.S. attor¬

ney's office in
Chicago, was
reportedly trig¬
gered by an
affidavit from

Cathy Lynn
Santos, a form¬
er contract em¬

ployee who worked in the treasurer's
office in 2002.

Santos, who helped found a
grassroots political organization
called Republican Young Profession¬

als, said she went to work on June
28, 2002 and discovered that a ma¬

jority of the treasurer's office staff
was gone.

According to a copy of the affida¬
vit obtained by the Illinois Leader,
Santos said she was told the missing
staff members were at the Illinois
Board of Elections' office, reviewing
petitions filed by LP gubernatorial
candidate Cal Skinner and other Lib¬
ertarian candidates. The state em¬

ployees were looking for discrepan¬
cies or missing information on the
petitions that would allow them to
disqualify the petitions.

"Late that same afternoon, sev¬

eral employees that were absent all
See ILLINOIS Page 7

■ Cal Skinner:
Was challenged
by GOP in 2002
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Kubby misdemeanor turns back into

A misdemeanor conviction against SteveKubby has been turned back into a felony
— but won't result in extradition charges

against the medical-marijuana activist, who is
seeking political asylum in Canada.

On June 23, the Third District Court of
Appeals in Sacramento, California ruled that a
Placer Superior Court judge made a mistake
when he reduced Kubby's mescaline conviction
to a misdemeanor in 2001.

The Court of Appeals said the judge did not
have the power to ignore the law's "plain
language, which unambiguously makes mesca¬
line possession a felony." However, a Placer County assistant deputy
district attorney said it "wouldn't be worth the time, effort, or
expense to extradite" Kubby from Canada.

Police had raided Kubby's home in Olympia Valley in 1999 and
found marijuana plants. Kubby, who suffers from adrenal cancer,
admitted using the marijuana for medicinal purposes with a doctor's
permission, which is legal in California.

A deadlocked jury acquitted Kubby and his wife Michele of
possession of marijuana with intent to sell. However, Kubby was
convicted of possession of trace amounts of peyote (mescaline).

The felony conviction was reduced to a misdemeanor, and Kubby
was sentenced to 120 days in jail. He fled to British Columbia,
Canada, saying jail time without access to medical marijuana was
tantamount to a death sentence. He is now seeking political asylum.

Kubby, 56, was the LP candidate for governor in California in 1998.

Pennsylvania LP will help outlawed squirrel

Pennsylvania Libertarians are pitchingin to help a couple who were forced
to put their pet squirrel into hiding

to protect it from the Game Commission.
"I can only ask myself one question:

Why is this nice Pennsylvania family
spending their time fighting the Pennsylva¬
nia Game Commission when they should be
out gathering nuts for winter?" asked
Allegheny County LP Chair Tim Crowley.

The squabble over the squirrel started nine years ago when a South
Carolina couple, Jean Victor and Barbara Gosselin, rescued an

orphaned baby gray squirrel and named it Nutkin. When the couple,
now 71 and 65, moved to Schuylkill Haven, Pennsylvania, they
brought the furry little creature with them.

The Gosselins had no problems with Nutkin until a game officer, on
their property to search for deer poachers, noticed the squirrel and
cited them for possessing illegal wildlife. When the Pennsylvania
Game Commission told the couple it planned to seize the squirrel, the
Gosselins hid Nutkin to protect it frpm government bureaucrats.

Crowley — a self-described squirrel lover — heard about Nutkin's
plight and contacted the Gosselins and offered to work with them to
try "to decrease the size and scope of the Game Commission's powers."

"We are always looking for causes where we can right a few wrongs
while decreasing the size, scope, and arrogance of governmental
agencies," said Crowley. "[Libertarians] stand shoulder to shoulder
with ordinary citizens who are fighting government bureaucracy."

Medical marijuana activist Cheryl Miller dies

Cheryl Miller, whose use of medical marijuana to ease the painof multiple sclerosis turned her into a leading anti-War on Drugs
activist, has died. Miller passed away on June 7 in a hospital

near Silverton, New Jersey. She was 57.
"The freedom movement has lost a very brave fighter," said LP

Political Director Ron Crickenberger. "Cheryl continued to stand up for
what's right long after she was able to physically stand. She did more
as a bed-ridden invalid than do most able-bodied activists."

Miller used medical marijuana for relief from the pain of multiple
sclerosis, a degenerative nerve disease she battled for 30 years, and
that left her confined to a bed.

In 2002, Miller had a starring role in an LP television ad that
targeted Georgia Republican Congressman Bob Barr, who the LP had
identified as one of the worst "drug warriors" in Washington, DC.

The advertisement showed a wan Miller addressing the camera from
a hospital bed, saying, "Bob Barr thinks I should be in jail for using
my medicine. Why would you do that to me, Bob?"

The LP broadcast the ad about 4,000 times on cable networks in
Barr's district. Barr lost the primary on August 20. The ad was later
named the "Most Dramatic" political ad of 2002 by National Journal.

■ Steve Kubby:
Seeking asylum.

Libertarian files suit against
'touchscreen' voting machines
Continued from Page 1
Region), filed the lawsuit in August
2001. It named California Secretary
of State oBill Jones and Riverside
County Registrar of Voters Mischelle
Townsend as defendants.

The suit was filed after Riverside

County installed Sequoia Voting Sys¬
tems' AVC Edge System DRE voting
machines.

Ironically, in an attempt to head
off complaints about the system,
Townsend demonstrated the DRE ma¬

chines at a county Libertarian meet¬
ing, said Weber.

"She actually came right out and
said: Tou need to trust me; I took an

oath to the government.' She seemed
puzzled when the roomful of Liber¬
tarians began laughing."

In her brief to the court, Weber
argued that DRE machines, which-,
record and tabulate votes electroni¬

cally using a touchscreen "ballot,"
have no hardcopy mechanism to
verify the accuraty of votes.

"Voters could never know for sure
that their vote had been recorded as

they intended, or that their votes,
once recorded, would not be manipu¬
lated, either fraudulently or by a
glitch," she said.

"In the event of a contested elec¬
tion, the absence of an independently
auditable 'paper trail' [would] render
a meaningful recount impossible."

Safe from fraud
The lawsuit argues that

touchscreen voting systems are ille¬
gal under California law and violate
the Fourteenth Amendment's "equal
protection" clause. According to Cali¬
fornia Elections Code §19205, all vot¬
ing machines must be "safe from
fraud or manipulation."

At a hearing on May 14 in U.S.
District Court (Central District of Cali¬
fornia), the secretary of state's at¬
torneys countered that the voting
machines were tested for accuracy
under laboratory conditions.

But such a test could not uncover
software manipulation, or a "real-
world" glitch that might occur when
millions of people vote, said Weber.

In addition, according to the vot¬
ing watchdog group, Election Guard-

■ Susan Marie Weber: "This

voting system makes it even
more difficult to believe that our
voices are being heard."

ians, the Sequoia Voting Systems' AVC
Edge System uses proprietary soft¬
ware, which closes "the doors to in¬
dependent analysis of the source code
to see how it actually does — or does
not — count the votes."
If DRE voting systems are used,

Weber asked the court to require
printers to be added to the
touchscreen machines, to produce a
voter-verified paper ballot.

Other California voting systems —
pre-scored punch cards, Datavote sys¬
tems, and optical scan ballots — all
have a paper hardcopy ballot trail to
recount in the event of machine fail¬
ure, noted Weber.

By contrast, touchscreen voting
systems create "unobservable, unveri-
fiable, non-recountable, untestable,
non-public voter tallies," she said.

Weber lost the first round when

Judge Stephen V. Wilson ruled against
her on September 3, 2002.

In his decision, Wilson said "the
state's interest in easy, attractive
voting machines which might in¬
crease voter turnout outweighed the
voters' interest in verifiable results,"
said Weber.

"We are baffled by his decision,"
she said. "Convenience won out over

verifiability."

The ruling allowed other Califor¬
nia counties to proceed with their
purchases of DRE voting equipment
— and led Weber to file an appeal
with the Ninth Circuit Federal Court
of Appeals in San Francisco.

In her appeal, Weber said that DRE
voting systems violate "basic assump¬
tions about human nature and the
need for checks and balances to guard
against the temptation and corrupt¬
ing influence of power.

"When politicians routinely raise
war chests of tens of millions of dol¬
lars, we must consider the ease with
which these paperless voting systems
can be manipulated," she said.

Filing supporting testimony for
Weber were Peter Neumann (SRI In¬
ternational Computer Laboratories,
Palo Alto), Rebecca Mercuri (a com¬
puter voting expert), and Kim
Alexander (president, California Voter
Foundation).

Supreme Court
If she loses the current appeal,

Weber said she will appeal again —

all the way to the Supreme Court, if
necessary.

"More and more people are drop¬
ping out of the voting process," she
said. "They don't feel that their votes
count. This voting system makes it
even more difficult to believe that our
voices are being heard."

Weber noted that the California
LP has also weighed in against DRE
voting systems.

At its state convention on Febru¬
ary 17, 2003, delegates passed on a
54-14 vote a resolution that stated:
"Because computers are subject to
fraud and manipulation, we oppose
any computer, Internet, or direct-
record electronic voting system that
does not use a voter-verified paper
ballot as the ballot of count, recount,
audit, and record."

Weber holds a BS degree in Busi¬
ness Administration/Computers from
California State University (San Ber¬
nardino). Professionally, she is the
owner of an accounting service for
small businesses. She is a past LP can¬
didate for State Assembly.

For more information on the suit,
visit: www.electionguardians.org.
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Libertarian Party sponsors booth at National Taxpayers Conference
■ LP political department assistant Steve Damerell (right), along with Libertarians Kevin Rollins (left)
and Daniel Lurker, staff an information booth at the National Taxpayers Conference '03.

The conference, sponsored by the National Taxpayers Union Foundation (NTUF), took place at the
Washington Court Hotel in Washington, DC, from June 19 to 21. It drew about 350 people.

The booth was "an opportunity to reach out to LP-friendly activists from around the country, and to
make contacts with LP-friendly organizations such as NTUF, American Taxpayers Foundation, Citizens
Against Government Waste, Tennessee Tax Revolt, Heritage Foundation, and many others," said
Damerell. "We did put literature in quite a few hands."

The booth was decorated with posters advertising the 2002 Libertarian-sponsored Question 1
initiative in Massachusetts, which would have abolished that state's income tax.

"We decided to use Question 1 as an outreach pitch," said Damerell. "The bright-colored signs were
a good hook that got people to ask what they were for. Then we could talk about [Question 1 sponsor
Carla Howell's] initiative, and segue into a discussion of how the LP was the only party that would
always work to lower taxes."

LP member works to
repeal North Dakota
ethanol subsidy bill
A Libertarian in North Dakotais working to qualify an in¬

itiative to repeal a multimil--
lion dollar ethanol subsidy he says
does nothing but "increase the prof¬
its of huge corporations."

Clint Cooper, a resident of
Williston, is helping to coordinate an
effort to collect 12,844 signatures
from registered voters by July 13
[after LP News went to press].
If the signature drive is success¬

ful, it will put an ethanol subsidy bill,
SB 2222, on hold until voters have a

chance to decide its fate via state¬

wide initiative — probably in June
2004, when the state holds a primary
election.

Corporate welfare
Cooper said he got involved in the

campaign because "we thought that
it was a battle we could win" — and
because the bill is an egregious ex¬
ample of corporate welfare.

"Senate Bill 2222 takes money
from every farmer [and] every tax¬
payer in North Dakota, and gives it
to huge corporations and their
wealthy investors," he said. "We all
pay for it."

Unless it is repealed, SB 2222 will:
■ Spend $1.8 million of taxpay¬

ers' money to build a new ethanol
plant in Valley City.

■ Spend almost $1.3 million to

subsidize two existing ethanol plants
in Grafton and Walhalla.

To pay for the ethanol subsidies,
the bill transfers money from a state
highway fund. To reimburse that
highway fund, the legislature raised
motor vehicle registration fees by $3
a year.

The bill also reduced the size of a
rebate that farmers were scheduled
to receive for taxes they paid on fuel
for farm equipment.

SB 2222 was signed into law on
April 14, 2003 and is scheduled to go
into effect later this year.

Who benefits from the bill? Huge
corporations like Archer Daniels Mid¬
land, said Cooper.

"Archer Daniels Midland is among
the biggest contributors of soft
money to both the Democrats and the
Republicans — ensuring that they
will get what they want, whoever is
in power," he said. "That is why etha-

See ETHANOL Page 15

Ohio radio talk show host
finds new 'home' with LP

An Ohio talk radio host has be¬come a Libertarian Party mem¬
ber, declaring that he has

"found a new home" with the party.
Rob Mangino, 35, who broadcasts

on WKBN Radio (570 AM) in Young¬
stown, Ohio, joined the party at a Tax
Day dinner sponsored by the
Mahoning Valley LP on April 14.

"I have found a new home with
the LP," said Mangino. "The LP is
home to free thinkers. I admire the

ability of libertarians to argue the
issues with the constant anchor of

personal liberty in mind."
Before an audience of about 25

people at Colonial Catering in
Canfield, Ohio, Mangino signed an LP
membership form — much to the
delight of the Libertarians in atten¬
dance, said John Fockler, chair of the
Mahoning Valley LP.

"Mangino has always been very
outspoken on his show concerning
issues dear to the Libertarian heart,"
he said. "He belongs with us, and I
was very pleased to make it official.
The audience was very appreciative
as well. Mangino received a hearty

round of applause as he signed the
membership card."

Fockler said he had invited

Mangino to speak at the dinner be¬
cause the talk show host has been

expounding libertarian ideas on the
radio for several years.

"Mangino is well known for his
libertarian sympathies," he said. "He
has interviewed [LP Political Direc¬
tor Ron] Crickenberger and [LP Com¬
munications Director George] Getz on
his show in the past, and has also
directed people to www.LP.org, and
especially to the World's Smallest
Political Quiz."

"To a point"
On his show, Mangino said he pro¬

motes libertarianism "to a point."
"To be honest, I spend more time

challenging long-held political beliefs
of the Democrats and Republicans I
talk with," he said. "I point out the
politics behind many arguments. Such
as: Would you be defending or attack¬
ing the president if he were a Demo¬
crat? And why that matters."

Before joining the LP, Mangino

■ WKBN talk show host Rob

Mangino: "I spend more time
challenging long-held political
beliefs of the Democrats and

Republicans I talk with."

was a Republican, he said.
"I really believed the two parties

were different," he said. "I know
[now] it's naive. If only we could be
born politically mature."

As a Libertarian talk show host,
Mangino said it is "humbling" to be
in the company of some of the most

See TALK SHOW Page 11

Libertarians join coalition
to fight judicial pay raise
The Libertarian Party has joineda coalition to oppose a 16.5%

pay hike for federal judges —

arguing there is "no need for such a
raise."

On June 16, the coalition sent a

letter to every member of the U.S.
House and U.S. Senate, urging them
to reject two bills, S 1023 and HR
2118, that would boost judicial pay
scales.

The letter, drafted by the Congres¬
sional Accountability Project, was
signed by LP Executive Director Joe
Seehusen, along with Gary Ruskin
(Director, Congressional Accountabil¬
ity Project), self-declared consumer
advocate Ralph Nader, and Dave Wil¬
liams (Council for Citizens Against
Government Waste).

Other signers included Pete Sepp
(National Taxpayers Union), Paul M.
Weyrich (Free Congress Foundation),
and Jill Lancelot (Taxpayers for Com¬
mon Sense).

In the letter, the coalition said the
"eye-popping 16.5% federal judicial
pay hike" proposal was unnecessary.
The letter noted:

“During a time

of recession, the
government should
be looking at ways
to decrease salaries
— not boost them

even higher

■ "Our federal judges are not poor,
either in absolute terms, by compari¬
son with their colleagues, or by his¬
torical standards." Over the past 24
years, for example, U.S. district court
judges' salaries have increased by
$22,000 over the rate of inflation.
■ U.S. circuit judges already en¬

joy more than twice the average
lawyer's earnings, which was $80,000
per year, according to the 2000 Bu-

See PAY HIKE Page 5
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California LP supports effort to end car tax

The California LFs Executive Committee has officially voted toback an effort to repeal the state's car tax — and is encouraging
members to work to kill the "despised" levy.

At its June 21 meeting in Los Angeles, the executive committee
passed without dissent a three-part resolution that:

■ Endorsed a proposed ballot initiative to reduce the state's
Vehicle License Fee to a token $1 per year.

■ Encouraged California LP members to circulate and sign petitions
to qualify that initiative for the ballot.

■ Urged all California residents to approve the initiative when it
comes up for a vote.

On June 20, Governor Gray Davis's director of finance issued an
order to boost the average vehicle license fee to $158 starting in
October. The increase will cost taxpayers $4 billion annually.

That hike is "unconscionable and counterproductive," said LP State
Chair Aaron Starr — which is why Libertarians "enthusiastically
endorsed efforts to roll back the despised" tax.

"The passage of [the] initiative would provide enormous financial
relief to the California economy and to overburdened car owners, and
would send notice to Sacramento that the Davis Administration will
not balance the budget on the backs of taxpayers," he said.

"All Californians [should vote to] rid themselves of the Vehicle
License Fee and reject the latest arrogant act of Davis overwhelmingly
when the opportunity presents itself on the ballot."

LP complaint kills 'unenforceable' ordinance

In response to a complaint filed by the LP of Somerset and Middle¬sex Counties in New Jersey, an attorney for Manville agreed that
the town's disorderly conduct ordinance is unenforceably broad.

The June 16 announcement by Douglas Reina, an attorney for the
Borough of Manville, means that Ordinance No. 396, formally known
as "An Ordinance to Prevent Vice, Immorality, Drunkenness, and
Disorderly Conduct," may be repealed by the Borough Council.

The ordinance — which makes it illegal to be drunk and disorderly
to the "annoyance" of any other person — is an invitation to
"selective enforcement," said local party activist John Paff.

"The problem with this type of law is that the police could use it
as a pretext to harass someone whose comments, politics, or lifestyle
are not to their liking," he said. "Such vague and overbroad laws can
trap the innocent by not providing fair warning, and leave citizens at
the mercy of the law's enforcers."

The LPSMC will now formally ask the Borough Council to repeal the
ordinance, said Paff — and, instead, instruct police to enforce the
state's Disorderly Conduct statute, which is "more precisely worded."

The LPSMC had filed its challenge to the ordinance on October 1,
2002 to the state Administrative Office of the Courts. Libertarians
charged that the law was "so vague as to not give people a reasonable
opportunity to know exactly what kind of conduct is prohibited."

Alabama LP opposes 'massive' tax increase

The Alabama LP has come out against amassive tax hike proposed by Governor
Bob Riley — and Alabama voters should

reject the plan when it comes up for a vote on
September 9, said LP State Chair Mark Boden-
hausen in a June 29 statement.

"There are so many tax increases in this plan
that no person, family, or business will be
unaffected," he said. "Perhaps most distressing
are property tax hikes that will cause many tax
bills to double, triple, and even quadruple.
These taxes and fees severely hurt homeowners,
renters, and seniors dependent on fixed incomes."

Riley, a Republican, has proposed a tax "re¬
form" that would cost taxpayers $1.3 billion annually. His proposal:

■ Raises the state's top income tax rate from 5% to 6%. (Cost to
taxpayers: $400 million a year.)

■ Taxes all property at 100% of its value. (Cost: $400 million.)
■ Raises cigarette taxes from 16.5 cents to 31 cents per pack.

(Cost: $50 million.)
Riley's plan would also raise the sales tax on cars, increase taxes

on leased vehicles, double filing fees on deeds and mortgages, and
impose a tax on stocks and bonds.

The problem with the plan — in addition to the massive cost — is
that it assumes that giving the state government more money will
solve Alabama's fiscal woes, said Bodenhausen.

"The [state] LP believes Alabama does not have a funding crisis,
but rather a spending obsession dictated by endemic and systematic
problems in almost every department of government," he said.

■ Mark Boden¬
hausen: Tax plan
is 'distressing.'

LNC delays decision on dues hike;
hears troubling ballot access news
The Libertarian National Commit¬tee, Inc. delayed action on any

increase in LP dues, heard some

potentially bad news about ballot
access, and tightened up the rules
governing the upcoming 2004 con¬
vention.

Meanwhile, the party continues to
struggle financially, so, at its June
28-29 meeting, the LNC moved to
lower staff costs and make sure that
certain party projects are "self-fund¬
ing."

At the meeting, held in Seattle,
Washington, the LNC:

■ Passed a motion to postpone
any decision on whether to raise party
dues — currently $25 a year for ba¬
sic membership — until its Septem¬
ber 2003 meeting. The motion, made
by Ken Bisson (LP vice chair, Indi¬
ana) passed on a voice vote.

The motion came after an

amended proposal by Mark Ruther¬
ford (Region 3 Representative, Indi¬
ana) to raise basic membership dues
from $25 to $40 and raise the cost of
life membership from $1,000 to
$2,500 effective January 2004 failed
on a tied vote of 7-7.

The LNC had commissioned a sur¬

vey — still ongoing — of LP mem¬
bers about a possible dues increase.
Early results indicated that two-thirds
(68.7%) supported boosting dues to
$40 a year.

However, the LNC is keeping an
open mind about a number of pos¬
sible changes to the party's dues
structure, said Sean Haugh (Region
4 Alternate, North Carolina).

■ LP Chair Geoff Neale: The
National Committee will "calmly
weigh the benefits and costs of a
change to our membership dues."

"One idea gaining support is a
tiered membership concept, offering
greater services and interaction with
national party projects for increased
levels of contributions," he said.
"Other ideas still on the table are

various offshoots, such as electronic,
student, or family memberships."

LP national Chair Geoff Neale said
the LNC "will not rush" to make

changes in the party's dues.
"We're gathering more informa¬

tion in order to not rush into a deci¬
sion," he said. "[We are going] to
calmly weigh the benefits and costs
of a change to our membership dues."

■ Heard from Treasurer Bill
Redpath that a problem is develop¬
ing with efforts to qualify the party
for all 50 state ballots for the 2004
election.

Because of the party's funding
crunch, the party is behind schedule
in its petitioning efforts, he said.

According to Richard Winger, pub¬
lisher of Ballot Access News, the LP
only collected 38,000 petition signa¬
tures from late 2002 to mid-2003. It
still needs to collect 295,000 valid
signatures (or about 400,0000 raw

signatures) to qualify as a party on
state ballots in time for the 2004 elec¬
tion. Party status would allow the LP
to run a slate of candidates in many
states.

To qualify just the presidential
candidate, the party needs 220,000
valid signatures.

The LP is currently qualified on
27 state ballots, has petitioning
drives underway in seven states, and
cannot yet legally start in nine states,
according to the July issue of Ballot
Access News.

"There is increasing concern that
our inability to put money into bal¬
lot access now will snowball to the

point where 50-state ballot access

may be impossible in 2004," said
Haugh. "We are rapidly reaching a
critical point in our ability to con¬
duct serious ballot access at the na¬

tional level for next year's elections."
■ Passed on a voice vote a mo¬

tion from Mark Nelson (Region 8 Rep¬
resentative, Iowa) to put the 2004 na-

See LNC Page 11

Santa Clara LP spearheads defeat of
four tax-hike measures in California
The Santa Clara County LP in Cali¬fornia has helped defeat four

proposed tax increases — sav¬

ing local residents over $59 million.
In a special election on June 2,

Santa Clara County voters rejected
four parcel taxes. Although all four
ballot measures won more than 50%
of the vote, none achieved the two-
thirds majority needed to pass.

"I was elated by the defeat of
these four tax measures," said Mark
Hinkle, a member of the Santa Clara
County LP executive committee. "Not
only because we saved taxpayers a
ton of money, but it showed once

again that Libertarians working to¬
gether as a team, even a small team,
can have a tremendous impact on the
local level."

To fight the taxes, Libertarians
employed a number of strategies, said
Hinkle.

"Our main role was to write the
ballot arguments and to get the Sili¬
con Valley Taxpayers Association and
the local chapter of the California

The SANTA CLARA

LP has "had wins

before, but I know
we've never gone

four-for-four"
—Mark Hinkle

Republican Assembly — the conser¬
vative wing of the California Repub¬
lican Party — to sign on to our bal¬
lot arguments against these tax in¬
creases," he said.

"We added these two groups not
only to add numbers, but to also es¬
tablish a link with these folks for
future coalitions on tax issues. Addi¬

tionally, there were letters to the
editor in several local newspapers,
and Santa Clara LP Chair Ray Strong
spoke out at local community asso¬

ciations — in addition to writing
anti-tax articles for their newslet¬
ters."

The ballot arguments, written by
Libertarians Dennis Umphress and
Allen Rice, made the case "that the
economy is bad right now and a tax
hike is the wrong solution at the
wrong time," said Hinkle.

Interestingly, supporters of Mea¬
sure C for the Franklin-McKinley
School District forgot to submit bal¬
lot arguments, said Hinkle.

"How lame can you get?" he said.
"So, only the Libertarian argument
against the tax appeared on the bal¬
lot."

The four parcel tax proposals
would have raised money for four
Santa Clara County school districts.
Unlike property taxes, which are per¬
petual and vary with the value of the
real estate, parcel taxes impose a flat
fee on a piece of property for a set
number of years.

Voters rejected the measures in
See SANTA CLARA Page 11
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Sheriff Richard Mack joins party
Continued from Page 1
Supreme Court.

On June 27, 1995 the high court
ruled, in a 5-4 vote, that requiring
local police to run background checks
on potential gun owners was uncon¬
stitutional. (The ruling did not over¬
turn the five-day waiting period por¬
tion of the law.)

The decision was seen as a vic¬

tory for the Tenth Amendment, which
reserves powers not specifically del¬
egated to the federal government to
states and individuals.

"Truly a miracle"
"The victory at the U.S. Supreme

Court was truly a miracle," said Mack.
"I was thrilled to be a part of it. I
was even more thrilled when I read
the actual decision and discovered
how far-reaching the decision was in
restoring the Tenth Amendment."

As a result of his battle against
the Brady Bill, Mack rocketed to na¬
tional prominence, appearing on
major television news and interview
shows.

However, he lost his re-election
bid for sheriff in 1996 after opponents
tagged him as "out of touch" because
of his speaking engagements and in¬
terviews around the country.

A Democrat when in office, Mack
said he later left that party because
it did not consistently "follow the
Constitution."

"My heart was not with the Demo¬
cratic platform, or I never would have
sued the Clinton administration in

Party will fight
judicial pay hike
Continued from Page 3
reau of Labor Statistics National Com¬

pensation Survey.
The letter also noted that "if

judges wish to leave the bench to earn
more, they are free to do so in the
private sector. There is no lack of
excellent law professors, general prac¬
titioners, and public interest, legal
services, labor, civil liberties, and
government lawyers eager and will¬
ing to replace them."

For all those reasons, the coali¬
tion urged members of Congress to
"oppose the proposed special 16.5%
judicial pay raise."

LP Communications Director

George Getz said the LP signed on to
the letter because the party opposes
pay hikes for a "luxury class" of fed¬
eral employees.

"The average federal judge already
earns three to five times what the

average American worker earns," he
said. "During a time of recession and
budget deficits, the government
should be looking at ways to decrease
salaries for federal workers — not

boost them even higher."
The bills would also give judges

regular cost-of-living increases in the
future, and eliminate the current re¬

quirement that judicial pay hikes be
approved by Congress.

the first place," he said.
After a stint as a Republican, Mack

joined the Libertarian Party after re¬
alizing, he said, that most of his po¬
litical "views have always been quite
libertarian."

Now, as an LP member, Mack said
he will file to run for governor of Utah
on a platform of "states' rights, lim¬
ited government, standing against
federal intrusiveness, and the protec¬
tion of individual rights.

"The theme will

be, 'It's time for a

change!' " he said.
"If [Jesse] Ventura
can do it in Minne¬

sota, then this
humble crusader can

certainly do it in
Utah."

Once his exploratory
committee is officially
launched, Mack said he

will start to raise money.
"If we raise the money to suffi¬

ciently compete with the Democrats
and Republicans, we can win!"
he said. "If we do not raise the

money [needed to win], then
I will not run."

Mack said Libertarians
around the country should
support his campaign.

"If Libertarians really
want a man with a proven
record of standing for
principle, if they truly
want a governor to prove

to the country that the

Constitution still reigns supreme,
then I'm willing to carry the banner,"
he said.

Mack is a graduate of Brigham
Young University and the FBI National
Academy. He was selected "Elected
Official of the Year" in 1994 by the
New Mexico/Arizona Coalition of
Counties, and was chosen as "Law En¬
forcement Officer of the Year" in 1995

by the NRA. He has also won the "De¬
fender of the Second Amendment
Award" from Gun Owners of America.

Send donations for the "Mack for
Governor" campaign to: P.0. Box
50911, Provo, UT 84605.

DoYDI lave
the GUTS
To Be Independent?

A book so timely, so urgent, that it has
rocketed to the top of the Wall Street
Journal Business Bestseller List.

An understanding so clear that it sweeps
away fear, and confusion.

Solutions so compelling that you will take
action the very day you read this book.

Bob Prechter’s latest masterpiece, #1 on
Amazon before it had even printed, is now
available everywhere.

Think independently. Conquer the Crash.

mummmsH
NOW AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE

Or order through www.elliottwave.com/conquer and download Chapter 1 instantly.
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TALKING POINTS

The myth of smaller class sizes,
and how to waste taxpayers' cash

derstand the concept of "accomplice
to murder."

When the Taliban rulers of Af¬

ghanistan refused to hand over al
Qaeda's leader, Osama bin Laden, in
accordance with a U.S. ultimatum,
the president loosed a military assault
on Afghanistan.

[It was followed by] the U.S. in¬
vasion and occupation of Iraq, a
country whose leaders were never
shown to have had anything to do
with the Sept. 11 attacks.
If we take as reasonable estimates

2,000 Afghan and 4,000 Iraqi civil¬
ian deaths, then we can conclude that
the U.S. forces already have inflicted
at least two undeserved deaths for

every death the terrorists caused in
the Sept. 11 attacks. Many of the dead
in Afghanistan and Iraq are women
and children.

Thus, in a grotesque mockery of
justice, the Bush administration has
taken several innocent lives for each
innocent life lost at the hands of the
terrorists.
— Robert Higgs

The Independent Institute
June 23, 2003

■ The rich poor
According to Robert Rector, an

economist with the Heritage Foun¬
dation, the typical person in the
poorest fifth of U.S. households to¬
day spends as much as the person of
average wealth in the early 1970s
(adjusted for inflation).

The typical "poor" American, ac¬
cording to census data, has a car, air
conditioning, a refrigerator, a stove,
a VCR and a color TV.

It should go without saying — but
usually doesn't — that in, say, 1960,
someone who had a color TV, a re¬

frigerator, air conditioning and a car
would not be considered poor.

Not only is poverty relative, it has
less to do with money than most
people think. Technological innova¬
tion makes life less expensive. Fifty
years ago, a refrigerator was a big
investment, even for the middle class.
But it was worth it because it made
it possible to buy food in bulk.

Today, refrigerators may not be
supercheap, but they're affordable.
And the cheapest fridge today is far
more advanced than a fridge from two
decades ago. Ten years ago, a cell
phone was a luxury. Today, they're
ubiquitous — even in the poorest
neighborhoods.
— Jonah Goldberg

The Philadelphia Inquirer
June 19, 2003

■ A tasty salad
New York lawyer Samuel Hirsch

and George Washington University's
Professor John F. Banzhaf brought
lawsuits against fast food restaurants
Burger King, McDonald's, Wendy's,
and Kentucky Fried Chicken. Hirsch
and Banzhaf contend that these res¬

taurants are responsible for obesity;
they ignore the fact that two-thirds
of all meals are served at home.

The Washington-based Center for
Science in the Public Interest (CSPI)
also demands government control of
what we eat. It calls for excise taxes
on fatty foods, additional taxes on
cars and television sets, and a dou¬
bling of the excise tax on beer.

Americans salute the results of the
anti-tobacco campaign that brought
successful multibillion-dollar suits
against tobacco companies and lev¬
ied steep tobacco taxes.

I'm wondering whether my fellow
Americans would like the food Nazi

campaign to produce the same out¬
come. In other words, how would we

like taxes that create $10 hamburg¬
ers, $5 cans of beer, and $12 for a

pound of Oreo cookies?
Maybe as an alternative to taxes,

there might be a call for laws similar
to [those]which prohibit the sale of
alcohol to intoxicated persons.

Applied to food, that law might
ban the sale of hamburgers and fries
to a fat person, or a mandate that
scales be placed in front of cash reg¬
isters where a customer is weighed
prior to a sale. Instead of hamburg¬
ers and fries, an overweight customer
is offered a tasty salad.
— WALTER WILLIAMS

TownHall.com, June 11, 2003

■ More than Clinton
The Bush administration,

philosophically wedded to
the idea of smaller govern¬
ment, issued a record-high
number of pages of new
federal regulations last
year, according to a
study released by the
Cato Institute.

The libertarian think
tank found that the Fed¬
eral Register boasted 76,606
pages of federal regulations in
2002, up from a high of 74,528
pages in 2000, when President Bill
Clinton was still in office.
— The Washington Post

July 8, 2003

■ Size doesn't matter
Periodically, public education is

seized by a fad regardless of whether
it has any real effect. One such [fad]
is the rush toward reducing class size
to some arbitrary number.

California, under former Gov. Pete
Wilson, mandated smaller class sizes
in some grades. An initial cost of $1.5
billion, now grown to $4 billion, re¬
sulted in a mad scramble to find
teachers and space. Even child-care
centers and libraries were converted
to classrooms, hardly a net gain.

Research has concluded that class
size, by itself, is unimportant. Eric
Hanushek, former chairman of the
Economics Department at the Univer¬
sity of Rochester, analyzed 152 class
size studies. He found only 14 re¬
ported positive relationships; about
an equal number showed negative
results; while most showed no sig¬
nificant difference either way.

Students in other nations are com¬

monly in larger classes. The children
of the Vietnamese "boat people" in
the 1970s performed very well in U.S.
public schools, scoring, for example,
in the 95th percentile in mathemat¬
ics. Yet in Vietnam they had been in
schools where the average class size
was 75. Japanese high school classes
typically have 50 students. South
Korea's students have ranked first in
math among 20 nations, yet the av¬
erage class size there is 43 students.

Oddly enough, the argument that
classes in the U.S. are too large has
intensified at the same time the

average class sizes here have declined.
From 37 students per teacher in 1900,
the average class size dropped to 27
in 1955, and about 17 today.

Even if the vast sums of money to
do so were available, it makes no

sense to spend money across the
board on a fad that has failed to prove
itself effective.
— DAVID W. KIRKPATRICK

Intellectual Ammunition
Summer 2003

“I’M WONDERING

whether Americans

would like the food
Nazi campaign to
produce the same

outcome. Instead of
hamburgers, an

overweight customer
is offered a salad."
—Walter Williams

■ Government at work I
A Cincinnati Enquirer investiga¬

tion found that state contractors and

public agencies have misspent more
than $346.5 million of taxpayers'
money since 2000. A Toledo company
that was supposed to care for foster
children; for instance, spent $750,000
on a Mercedes-Benz, plastic surgery,
health club dues, and stocks. A Cleve¬
land Head Start agency collected more
than $2.2 million in tax money for
600 children who didn't exist.
— CHARLES OLIVER

Reason Online, June 27, 2003

■ Government at work II
New York City may be running a

deficit, and the government may be
raising taxes left and right. But the
city council still dredged up $75,000
to organize city residents in support
of rent control. The city spent
$27,900 of that to bus residents to
Albany for a pro-rent control rally.
— CHARLES OLIVER

Reason Online, June 25, 2003

■ Government at work III
Peter Tsimortos's house has stood

on a mountain outside Dover, Ver¬

mont, for 15 years. But the
state only learned two

years ago that he
never got the per-

vv mit required to
build a house
above 2,500
feet. So did

they impose
a big fine?
No, the Envi-
ronmental
Board is pro¬

posing that
Tsimortos be forced to

tear down the house, which
is valued between $700,000 and

$1 million.
— CHARLES OLIVER

Reason Online, June 4, 2003

*

■ Innocent lives
In the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001,

Muslim terrorists killed more than
3,000. The taking of life shocked
many people the world over. Regard¬
less of one's ethical, religious or po¬
litical beliefs, no one could condone
the murder of thousands of innocent

people.
In the "war on terrorism" that

ensued, President Bush sought, or so
he claimed, to "bring to justice" the
responsible parties. The first diffi¬
culty, of course, was that the 19
people most directly responsible for
the crimes were already dead. Bush
looked past them, however, in his
quest to "root out" all those who
might have harbored or otherwise
aided the perpetrators. This project
made some moral sense: We all un¬

LP POLITICAL DIRECTOR RON CRICKENBERGER ASKS

Ifso, we want to hearfrom you! Ifyou...
■ Are serving in a partisan or non-partisan elected office
or appointed office (local, county, state, or federal level)..
■ And if you’re not listed at www.LP.org/organization/
officials.php as an LP office-holder ...
We want to hear from you so we can add you to our
ever-growing list of Libertarians in office!
Call LP Political Associate Steve Damerell at (202) 333-0008 Ext. 230. ★
E-mail: SteveDamerell@hq.LP.org. ★ Write: Libertarian Party, ATTN:
Political Dept., 2600 Virginia Ave., NW, Suite 100, Washington DC 20037
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Grand jury investigates Illinois Republican corruption
Continued from Page 1
day came back to the Treasurer's of¬
fice," wrote Santos. "I asked more
than one individual where they had
been. [I] was told that specific em¬
ployees had been directed by Nancy
Kimme to go to the Board of Elec¬
tions and assist with the petition
challenge to get the Libertarian can¬
didate off the ballot."

At the time, Nancy Kimme was
Topinka's campaign manager for her
re-election campaign.

Because it is illegal in Illinois for
state employees to engage in parti¬
san political activity while being paid
by taxpayers, Santos said she tried
to warn the Republican Party about
what she had seen. She was told to

put her comments in writing.
On November 23, Santos submit¬

ted to the Republican Party's state
central committee a "testimonial af¬
fidavit" detailing Topinka's illegal use
of state workers. The committee ig¬
nored her signed statement, and later
elected Topinka as state chair.

Scope of cover-up
Illinois Libertarians — who have

charged that state employees illegally
worked to keep LP candidates off the
ballot in both 1998 and 2002 — said
they are not surprised at the new
charges, only at the scope of the
cover-up.

"Boy, if this is true, that evidence
is horrendous for the entire Republi¬
can Party," said Illinois LP Executive
Director Jeff Trigg. "To have the en¬
tire Republican state central commit¬
tee possibly involved in covering up
this information would make them a

criminal enterprise the likes of which
has never been seen in U.S. history.

"I'd say this is unbelievable, but
I've learned better when it comes to
the two old parties in Illinois."

In July 2002, Republican officials
had filed a challenge against Skinner
in an effort to kick him off the bal¬
lot. Even though the LP had filed over
52,000 signatures — more than
double the 25,000 required by law —

CORRECTIONS
■ In the July issue, the article,
"Mass. Libertarian works to

reduce Waltham taxes by 25%,"
stated that an initiative ques¬
tion requires signatures from
15% of registered voters. In fact,
it requires 8% (2,100 signatures).
■ In the July issue, the "From
the Editor" column stated that
state governments spent a
combined total of $1.2 trillion
in 2002. In fact, states spent
$983 billion (according to USA
Today) or $1.1 trillion (accord¬
ing to the National Association
of State Budget Officers).
■ In the July issue, the "Friends
of Liberty" article stated that
libertarian Sean Morley is now
wrestling under the name "Chief
Morley" for the WWE. In fact, as
of May, he was again performing
under the "Val Venis" persona.

Republicans claimed that more than
28,000 signatures were invalid.
It was during this challenge that

Topinka used state employees to
check the validity of LP petitions.

Later that month, Republicans
withdrew the challenge after it be¬
came obvious that the LP had filed
more then enough valid signatures.

Five years earlier, in 1998, the Il¬
linois Board of Elections invalidated
36,000 of the 61,000 signatures the

LP had collected to qualify eight can¬
didates for the ballot, and then used
state employees to fight the LFs chal¬
lenge to that ruling. As a result, LP
gubernatorial candidate Jim Tobin
was kept off the ballot.

According to a later Chicago Tri¬
bune article, state employees visited
the Board of Elections' offices to

monitor the 1998 petition challenge
on more than 180 occasions, and at
least 19 state employees worked on

the taxpayers' clock while engaged
in partisan political activity.

Despite those revelations, no
charges were filed against any state
employees for the illegal activities.

Oppress opposition
The pattern of illegal behavior

shows that Republicans are willing to
repeatedly break the law to "oppress
their political opposition," said Trigg.

"They just can't be trusted not to

abuse their power, even when they've
been caught before," he said. "It's bad
enough we have to overcome their
discriminatory ballot access laws, let
alone having to deal with them us¬
ing the citizen's tax money and state
employees against us."

Based on the new evidence, Trigg
said, "Since the party hacks in Spring-
field don't have the guts to call for
resignations, we will. Topinka needs
to resign immediately."

ATTENTION ALL CALIFORNIANS

There's only one way to help
every single California LP

candidate in the 2004 election.
THE CALIFORNIA LIBERTY PAC!

Your pledge of $1 per day to the 2004US Senate campaign in California combined
with the same pledge from every other LP

member in California would add up to $1,460,000 at
the end of one year.

We still have 16 months left to build a campaign
fund larger than has ever been raised for a California
election of any size.

This money will be put into the California Liberty
PAC to be used...

• Before the primary to alert California Libertarian
voters to turn out for the Primary and...
• After the primary to tell California voters to Vote

Libertarian up and down their ballots in Nov. 2004.
This is not for one candidate alone. It is for all LP

candidates on the California ballot.

The Lightfoot campaign for U.S. Senate 2004 has
pledged to include each candidate in TV and other
media advertising. Internal party members will
produce the ads, candidates will add their trailers
and the US Senate campaign will buy the air time.
Your pledge will make it happen!
Go to www.LightfootforUSSenate2004.org.
Pledge today!
Give all you can to build the campaign fund from

insufficient up to $365,000 if just 4,000 LPC mem¬
bers give one quarter per day, $730,000 if just 4,000
LPC members give one half dollar per day, or
$1,430,000 if just 4,000 LPC members give a dollar
a day; to support California’s Libertarian candidates
up and down the ballot in 2004.

Californians, show the nation we can fund a

campaign in California with national impact in
November 2004.

You can trust me and

California Liberty PAC
to do what it says!

If the fund grows to
appreciable size, every
candidate in California

■ET^nl .ik x “
will benefit from network

TV advertising — in the
same way Ed Clark did in
1980.

Join me in supporting
candidates through
CaLib PAC!
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LP fights 'bad driver's tax' and
big fat state wedding programs

Rolling towards Libertarian Party success
■ California LP member Norm Westwell rollerblades from house to

house in Huntington Beach, handing out information about the
Libertarian Party.

Since January 2003, the 44-year-old owner of a sportswear
manufacturing firm has handed out 15,000 self-penned outreach
fliers. His current flier notes: "The Boston Tea Party was over a tea tax
of only 2%."

Westwell, who joined the party in 1999 and ran for city council in
2000, also has a motto appropriate for his outreach activities: "We're
Libertarians — let's roll."

■ ALABAMA

State party celebrates
death of bad ballot bill

Alabama Libertarians are celebrat¬

ing the demise of HB77 — a "hor¬
rible" bill that would have made it

significantly more difficult for minor
parties to retain ballot status.

HB77 died on June 16, when the
Alabama legislature ended its yearly
session. The bill had passed the State
House, but not the State Senate.

The Alabama LP had waged a vig¬
orous campaign against HB77, said
Mike Rster, state LP administrator.

"We succeeded!" he said. "HB77
died because of our efforts. It was the
result of letters to the editor. It was
the result of personal appearances
[and] making contacts with legisla¬
tors. It was the result of letters writ¬
ten to the legislators. It was the re¬
sult of telephone calls.

"It was the result of other politi¬
cal parties getting on board. It was
the result of press releases. It was the
result of a lot of independent actions
on the part of our membership!"

Had it been signed into law, HB77
would have required third parties to
win 20% of the vote in the governor's
race to retain ballot status in Ala¬
bama. Currently, a party must get
20% in any statewide race.

■ CALIFORNIA

Flouridation question up
for vote in Santa Maria

A referendum to prohibit the city
government from fluoridating the
water will be on the November 2004
ballot in Santa Maria, after local Lib¬
ertarians helped collect enough sig¬
natures to qualify the measure.

On April 15, the Santa Maria city
council voted 3-1 to place the "Safe
Drinking Water Initiative" on the
ballot for local voters to decide.

The council's vote came after the
Safe Water Committee had submitted
4,224 signatures — far more than the
2,560 required by city ordinance —

to the city clerk in February.
Of the 2,610 signatures that were

certified as valid, Libertarians had
collected over 1,000, said local LP
activist B.J. Wagener.
If approved by voters, the mea¬

sure will prohibit the city government
from putting fluoride, or any "prod¬
uct, substance, or chemical" not ap¬
proved by the Food and Drug Admin¬
istration, in the city water supply.

According to the city council,
state law requires public water sys¬
tems with 10,000 or more customers
to fluoridate the water if funds are

provided. The California Dental As¬
sociation Foundation, Inc. has agreed
to pay for fluoridation in Santa Maria.

■ GEORGIA

State LP lobbying helps
protect property rights

A state LP cyber-lobbying effort
appears to have helped convince the
governor to sign a bill that protects
property rights.

On June 4, Governor Sonny Per¬
due signed HB 748, a bill that clari¬
fies language about Enterprise Zones.
However, of more interest to Georgia
Libertarians was an amendment to
the bill that prohibited local govern¬
ments from passing ordinances allow¬
ing warrantless inspections of rental
properties. The amendment also pro¬

hibited municipalities from perform¬
ing such inspections without prob¬
able cause.

"This will restore the Constitu¬

tionally mandated protections of the
Fourth Amendment against illegal
search and seizure, and the Equal
Protection clause of the 14th Amend¬
ment, since the inspections applied

only to rental properties," said Geor¬
gia LP State Chair Helmut Forren.
"We're very pleased with the success."

The Georgia LP had created an
online petition — at www.404-
Freedom.com — on May 16 that
urged the governor to sign HB 748.

The new law should "put a
damper" on illegal searches by local
governments, said Clayton County LP
Chair Philip Bradley, who had led the
fight against warrantless searches in
Forest Park.

"We are very happy to have gen¬
erated so much public awareness of
the problem, and helped protect pri¬
vacy rights," he said.

■ KANSAS

Libertarian writer wins
award for 'best column'

A state Libertarian has won the
"Best Column" award for 2002, given
out by the Kansas Press Association.

Douglas N. Merritt, 82, was hon¬
ored for a column he wrote for the
Atchison Daily Globe on November 7,
2002. The column, entitled " Under
God' fails First Amendment test," ar¬

gued that the phrase "under God" in
the Pledge of Allegiance should not
be mandated by government.

"The Libertarian [view] is that
government should not tell us how
to pray nor what words to use when
we talk," said Merritt.

Forty-one daily newspapers in
Kansas had each submitted three col¬
umns to the Kansas Press Association
for consideration. Despite the odds,
Merritt said he was "not surprised"
that his column won the award.

"The topic was good and I am a

good writer," he said.
Merritt has been writing his "A

Libertarian Viewpoint" column for the
Daily Globe (circulation: 3,500) for
three years. Now retired, he had pre¬
viously worked as a submarine officer,
a veterinarian, and a public defender.

I He also twice served as State Chair of

| the Kansas LP.

I ■ MICHIGAN

LP starts cyber-petition
against bad driver 'tax'

State Libertarians have launched
a cyber-petition to lobby against a
so-called bad-driver's bill that they
charge is really a "disguised form of
taxation."

The online petition — at
www.SpeakOutMichigan.org — allows
residents to send an e-mail message
to state legislators to urge them to
vote against SB 509, which would levy
new fines for traffic violations.

Libertarians oppose the bill be¬
cause "traffic laws should be used to

promote traffic safety," said Leonard
Schwartz, who is helping to coordi¬
nate the project. "They should not
be a disguised form of taxation."

SB 509 would assign points to
drivers who are caught speeding, run¬
ning red lights, or committing other

minor violations. Drivers who accu¬

mulate seven or more points over two
years would be hit with a $100 fine.
Every point beyond seven would carry
an additional $50 fine.

These fines would be in addition
to penalties assessed when drivers are

originally convicted of violations.
Politicians estimated the proposal

could raise as much as $75 million a

year for the state government.
The anti-SB 509 petition, which

debuted on June 15, gives state resi¬
dents the opportunity to show they
"oppose the use of traffic laws as a

disguised form of taxation," said
Schwartz. It shows they "care about
people who have already paid large
traffic fines and cannot afford to pay
the outrageous annual penalty."

■ NEW YORK

Libertarians speak out
against NYC 'land grab'

Several members of the New York
LP attended a public hearing to speak
out against a plan by the Bank of
America to conduct a "land grab" in
Manhattan.

LP State Chair John Clifton and
other local Libertarians participated
in a hearing in New York City on June
18 to oppose the Empire State Devel¬
opment Corporation's effort to con¬
demn property on 42nd Street.

The Development Corporation
wants to sell the property to the Bank
of America at below market cost so

the financial company can construct
a new office building.

But such a plan violates the prop¬
erty rights of the current owners, said
Clifton.

"This is the latest sad episode of
the government being used by pri¬
vate companies as a vehicle for de-
facto corporate welfare," he said.
"This taking away of the property of
private owners under eminent domain
procedures is not being done for pub¬
lic use purposes, but on behalf of the
Bank of America. Using government
force to benefit large corporations is
simply wrong."

Previously, the New York LP had
lobbied against a similar plan by the
Empire State Development Corpora¬
tion to seize property to give to the
New York Times.

■ NEW YORK

Libertarian 'mermaids'
march for toy-gun rights

Manhattan Libertarians made like
mermaids to commemorate a victory
over anti-toy gun forces on the New
York city council.

A contingent of about 10 Liber¬
tarians from the Manhattan LP
marched in the annual Coney Island
Mermaid Parade on June 21. Their

goal: To celebrate their "improbable
victory over the city council's spoil¬
sport toy-gun ban," said Manhattan
LP spokesman Jim Lesczynski.

In February, Manhattan Libertar-

Miss Liberty’s Guide to Film and Video
The definitive guide to Libertarian film. A great gift!

Laissez-Faire Books ~ Amazon.com ~ MissLiberty.com
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Reaching out to radio listeners at Talkfest 2003 in Norfolk, Virginia
■ Tidewater Libertarian Party (TLP) members host an outreach booth at Talkfest 2003, which was held at
the Old Dominion University Constant Convocation Center in Norfolk, Virginia on May 9.

Shown here (l-r): Sharon Wood (past candidate for Virginia General Assembly), Jim Friesen (TLP
secretary), James Lark (past national LP chair), Bruce Finkelstein (TLP member), Richard Braun (TLP
treasurer), Kim Oliver (TLP Chair), Brian Babb (TLP vice chair), and Sandy Linkous (treasurer, Virginia
Beach Taxpayer Alliance).

Talkfest 2003, an annual talk radio industry event, featured major radio and television personalities
such as Neal Boortz, Pat Robertson, Sean Hannity, Alan Colmes, Pasquale Giovani, and Tony Macrini.

The Libertarian Party's next generation?
■ Posing in front of the Tidewater Libertarian Party (TLP) booth at
Talkfest 2003, past national LP Chair Jim Lark talks to a recent high
school graduate who got information about the party — and is
considering attending the University of Virginia, where Lark teaches.

TalkFest 2003, an annual event that brings together radio
broadcasters and listeners, attracted about 3,000 people.

The Libertarian outreach booth was "one of the busiest booths at

the function," said TLP member Robert K. Dean.

ians had distributed toy guns outside
an East Harlem grade school to draw
attention to a proposed citywide ban
on toy guns.

The "Toys for Tots" stunt "poured
cold water on the city council's pro¬
posed toy-gun ban," said Lesczynski.

"Although the [bill's] sponsors
promised it would be passed by the
council no later than March, the un¬

expected media scrutiny brought on
by the Libertarians caused the nanny-
state legislation to be laid over by
the committee indefinitely," he said.

The city council said it wanted to
ban brightly colored water pistols
because they could be painted black
and made to look like real guns. City
law already bans toy guns that re¬
semble real weapons.

In the Coney Island parade, Lib¬
ertarians marched through the rain
for an hour-and-a-half as the Mer¬
maid Militia, and distributed about
60 or 70 free water pistols to chil¬
dren along Surf Avenue in Brooklyn.

"We were all soaked to the bone,
but I think everybody had fun," said
Lesczynski. "The parents and kids
along the parade route loved the toys
and loved us!"

■ OHIO

Reject flag amendment,
urges Hamilton Co. LP

The Hamilton County LP has
unanimously voted to condemn a pro¬
posed flag desecration amendment.

At its June 11 meeting in Cincin¬
nati, the party said the amendment
jeopardized First Amendment free¬
doms and posed a much greater threat
to the United States than flag des¬
ecration itself.

"Diminishing our freedoms via the
flag desecration amendment will
harm our country in a way that no
amount of flag-burning could ever

accomplish: It punishes thought, not
action," said Hamilton County LP
Chair Paul Green.

"[The amendment] starts the gov¬
ernment down the slippery slope of
deciding which forms of protest are
legal and which are not," he said.
"If flag burning is outlawed,

people may turn to burning copies
of the Constitution. Will this then be
made illegal? Where does it stop?"

The proposed amendment, which
has previously passed the U.S. House
but not the U.S Senate, reads: "The
Congress shall have power to prohibit
the physical desecration of the flag
of the United States."

The Hamilton County LP also sent
letters to Ohio's U.S. senators, Mike
DeWine and George Voinovich, urg¬
ing them to reject the amendment.

■ TENNESSEE

Lottery scholarships are
'welfare for the wealthy'

A soon-to-be-implemented pro¬
gram to give college scholarships to
high-scoring high school students is
"welfare for the wealthy," charge
state Libertarians.

The program, which will be funded
from the new Tennessee lottery, will
give scholarships to students with a
3.0 or above grade point average.

But that criteria discriminates

against lower-income students, who
tend to perform less well than their
wealthier counterparts, said Tennes¬
see LP State Chair Ray Ledford in a
June 2 statement.

"Most of the families who will buy
lottery tickets are lower income, yet
it seems they will be providing schol¬
arship money to the students of more
affluent families," he said. "The lot¬
tery scholarships are nothing more
than welfare for the wealthy."

While the state government needs

to have some criteria for scholarships,
a more fair system would give smaller
scholarships to students from
wealthier families, said Ledford.
If politicians don't do that, he

said, Tennessee residents should ask:
"Do the state legislators honestly
want to provide educational oppor¬
tunities for the children — or are

they simply catering to the wealthy
hoping that more affluent Tennesse¬
ans will make contributions to their
re-election campaigns?"

■ TEXAS

Harris Co. LP: Let voters
deride on drainage fee

Houston voters, not politicians,
should decide whether to impose a
new drainage fee, says the Harris
County LP.

Houston city officials have pro¬
posed a fee of about $5 a month for
homeowners and about $70 a month
for businesses. The fee, which would
raise about $85 million a year, would
pay for drainage projects.

"However, the city admits that the
projects — to be based on out-of-date
flood plain maps — will not end
Houston's flooding problems," noted
Laura Coker-Garcia, editor of the
Gulf Coast Liberty newsletter.

The Harris County LP Executive
Committee passed a resolution May
17 formally opposing the proposed
fee, and calling for the issue to be
put on the November 2003 ballot "so
it can be settled by the voters."

The Harris County LP joined more
than a dozen groups in opposing the
plan, including the Houston Property
Rights Association, Taxpayers for Ac¬
countability, and the Building Own¬
ers and Managers Association.

"The proposed fee is nothing more
than a tax," said Bob Lemer of Citi¬
zens for Public Accountability.

■ UTAH

State's marriage efforts
have failed, LP charges

State efforts to support marriage
have apparently had the opposite
effect — leading Libertarians to en¬

courage Utah residents to get a di¬
vorce from "Big Fat Government Wed¬
ding" programs.

"Far from being The Matchmaker,
there isn't a bigger Homewrecker in
Utah than Governor [Mike] Leavitt,"
said LP State Chair Fran Tully in June.
The proof is in the numbers, he said:

■ In 1994, the governor created
the Governor's Initiative on Families

Today (GIFT) which, "sponsors mar¬
riage enrichment conferences."
■ In 1998, the governor an¬

nounced the creation of the
Governor's Commission on Marriage,
which helps "promote, strengthen
and increase awareness of the impor¬
tance of marriage."

Despite the programs, by 2001,
the gap between Utah's divorce rate
and the national average more than
doubled — meaning Utahns were di¬
vorcing at a rate 10% higher than the
average American, said Tully.

"Utah's married couples need a
divorce from Governor Leavitt's Big
Fat Government Wedding programs,"
he said. "Marriage — a religious and
civil institution — is suffering be¬
cause Leavitt won't resign from his
role as The Wedding Planner."

■ VERMONT

No death penalty just
for police killers, says LP

A proposal by the governor to im¬
pose the death penalty for the crime
of killing a police officer should be
rejected because it creates a "special
category" of punishment for certain
citizens, says the Vermont LP.

"While the Libertarian Party takes
no stand on the death penalty, the
party does not believe that any par¬
ticular form of punishment should be
applied only to one sector of soci¬
ety," said State Chair Brendan
Kinney in a June 22 statement.

"We in no way underestimate the
importance of the police, but we
think it inappropriate and unwise to
create any special category of people
whose fundamental rights deserve
greater protection than others."

Governor Jim Douglas made his
suggestion after state trooper Michael
Johnson was killed by a hit-and-run
driver on June 15 in Norwich.

While Johnson's death was a trag¬
edy, the death of a non-police officer
is equally tragic, said Kinney.

"The state should prosecute the
guilty with vigor, regardless of the
victim," he said. "The state should
not protect anyone's rights any less
or more than those of anyone else."

I

Online
Resources
for LP
Members
■ Find contact info for

your state Libertarian
Party or your State Chair
Visit: www.LP.org
Click on: Organization
Click on: State Parties
Click on: [Your state]

■ Find contact info for
the National Committee
Visit: www.LP.org
Click on: Organization
Click on: National
Committee

Click on: LNC Directory
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nrra review

Journalism and jingoism
■ Reefer Madness, by Eric Schlosser. Houghton Mifflin Company.
Hardbound, $23.00. Available at: www.Amazon.com.

Reviewed by Bill Winter
LP NEWS EDITOR

2
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Eric Schlosser knows an enormous amount about marijuana,pornography, and illegal immigrants. But he only sporadically
understands what he knows. For Libertarians, that's the great

pleasure and the great frustration of Reefer Madness.
The book is primarily three long essays about the three-

cylinder engine that drives America's underground economy: Drugs
(marijuana), sex (pornography), and under-the-table labor
(migrant farm workers). Schlosser's goal is to examine this "largely
invisible economy, secretive and well hidden," that constitutes
about 10% of the American GDP.

To a large degree, he does
exactly that. He gives a concise
history of the War on Drugs, full of
fascinating information. For example,
did you know that in 1619, the
Virginia Assembly passed a law
requiring every household to grow
hemp (marijuana)? By 2003, growing
a single marijuana plant in Virginia
could land you in jail for 30 years.

His saga of smut is also well
done, and full of tantalizing tidbits.
For example: J. Edgar Hoover had a
secret FBI "Obscene File" of stag
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films and smutty magazines, collected over five decades, that only
he and his "close assistant" Clyde Tolson were allowed to view.

The pornography section is highlighted by a description of the
federal government's 20-year campaign to imprison porn pioneer
Rueben Sturman. Ironically, by the time Sturman died in prison,
media giants like AOL-Time-Warner were making millions showing
X-rated movies — the same kind of films that led the government
to destroy Sturman's life — on pay-per-view cable.

The section on migrant farm workers is the weakest. Schlosser
is convinced that illegal immigrants are being "exploited" by
farmers, so everything he says is filtered though his "there-oughta-
be-a-law" outrage. To be sure, farm work is grueling, the pay is low,
and living conditions are dreadful. But Schlosser notes that many
migrant workers earn "more in one day than he or she would earn
back home in a month." And that money, sent back to Mexico,
"preserved rural communities that might otherwise have collapsed."
What Schlosser can't grasp is that for many Mexicans, migrant farm
work — even with its hazards — makes economic sense.

For Libertarians who want to understand the history, conse¬
quences, and day-to-day reality of Drug Prohibition, Smut Prohibi¬
tion, and Labor Prohibition, Reefer Madness is an invaluable primer.

But where Schlosser falls short is in his understanding of his
information. He marches in lockstep to his liberal biases, so some
of his conclusions are remarkably shortsighted.

For example, Schlosser doesn't understand the law of un¬
intended consequences. He argues that the solution to the plight
of migrant farm workers is to double their wages (by government
decree). But he also notes that the average migrant earns 10 times
what he could earn in Mexico. What would happen if that wage
suddenly doubled? Tens of housands of additional Mexicans would
swarm across the border, attracted by the financial windfall. We'd
end up with armies of poor migrant workers unable to find any job
— and on the whole, they would be even worse off than before.

Ultimately, Reefer Madness shows Schlosser to be a typical
liberal. He thinks people should be allowed to do what they want
with their bodies for fun — so consenting acts of capitalism
between drug dealers and drug users should be legal. But they
can't be trusted to do what they want with their bodies for labor
— so certain acts between workers and bosses must be prohibited.

Schlosser is rightly appalled by the human suffering caused by
the government's wars on drugs and smut — but naively seems to
think that a "War On People Who Exploit Migrant Workers" would
be won quickly and without collateral damage.

That aside, Reefer Madness can't be beat as a captivating look at
America's underground economy. Just enjoy the journalism — and
ignore the Big Government jingoism that sometimes accompanies it.

Minority Report, Rabbit-Proof Fence
named 2002's best libertarian films
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Minority Report, a futuristicthriller by Steven Spielberg,
and Rabbit-Proof Fence, a

fact-based look at an escape from a
1930s Australian camp for Aborigi¬
nes, have been named co-winners of
the Best Libertarian Film award for
2002.

The movies were chosen by read¬
ers of the libertarian e-newsletter,
Miss Liberty's Film and TV Update, and
were announced on June 15.

Winning the Best Documentary
award was The War on Drugs: A War
on Ourselves, by John Stossel.

Jon Osborne, editor of the Film
and TV Update e-newsletter and au¬
thor of the book Miss Liberty's Guide
to Film and Video, said all the win¬
ning films had strong libertarian
messages.

"Libertarians likedMinorityReport
for its implicit criticism of govern¬
ment invasion of privacy and for its
portrayal of what can go wrong with
an even well-intentioned mega¬
state," he said. "Rabbit-Proof Fence
won praise for its touching depiction
of a young girl's heroism in the face
of government oppression."

Science-fiction thriller

Minority Report, a big-budget sci¬
ence-fiction thriller starring Tom
Cruise, Colin Farrell, Max von Sydow,
and Samantha Morton, is set about
50 years in the future.

In the movie, a "Pre-Cog" unit of
psychics has the ability to predict

murders that have not yet taken
place, allowing police to arrest the
"perpetrators" before they commit
their crimes. Cruise plays a policeman
in the Department of Pre-Crime who
goes on the run after the psychics
predict that he will commit a murder.

Critics praised the movie, based
on a short story by Philip K. Dick, for
its examination of the tradeoff be¬
tween freedom and security and for
its discussion of predestination ver¬
sus free will.

Rabbit-Proof Fence, on the other
hand, looks not forward, but back¬
ward — to 1930s Western Australia.

Directed by Phillip Noyce and star¬
ring Everlyn Sampi, Tianna Sansbury,
and Laura Monaghan, the film is an

unflinching look at the Aborigines
Act, which allowed the government
to round up half-caste girls from Ab¬
original families and put them in a

government
camp to try to
assimilate them
into white soci¬

ety.
In the mo¬

vie, based on a

true story, a 14-
year-old half-
caste girl es¬
capes from the
camp and flees
1,500 miles —

following a rab¬
bit-proof fence
for direction —

back to her Aboriginal home.
Runners-up for best Libertarian

film of 2002 included Barbershop, Das
Experiment, and Equilibrium.

Drug Prohibition
In the documentary category, The

War on Drugs: A War on Ourselves was
praised by Libertarians for present¬
ing the case against Drug Prohibition.
It aired on ABC Television.

"This is yet another well-reasoned
libertarian documentary by John
Stossel, and it won plaudits from all
corners of the political spectrum,"
said Osborne.

Runners-up in the documentary
category included Commanding
Heights: The Battle for the World
Economy and Bringing Down a Dictator.

For reviews of libertarian films,
documentaries, and television shows,
visit: www.missliberty.com.

Tell 'em where to go!*

A SERVICE OF THE ADVOCATES FOR SELF-GOVERNMENT

*to learn about libertarianism
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LNC meeting has action, debate on
dues hike, ballot access, cash crunch
Continued from Page 4
tional convention on a more secure

financial footing.
The motion required revenue

(other than fundraising) from the
convention to cover the entire cost
of the convention; required the LNC
to receive from the Convention Com¬
mittee a preliminary convention rev¬
enue and expense budget before the
September 2003 LNC meeting; and
required monthly reports on the
"planning, schedule, content, and
budget of the 2004 convention."

The motion also instructed the
Convention Committee to remedy the
kind of registration and credentialing
problems that occurred at the 2002
convention, and to segregate all con¬
vention funds in a separate bank ac¬
count.

Nelson said he introduced the
motion because the 2002 national
convention "fell significantly short
of budgeted projections."
■ Passed on a 14-3 vote a motion

directing Neale to work with new
Executive Director Joe Seehusen to
reduce the salary costs of LP employ¬
ees to meet the figure mandated by
the LFs "core" budget. Deadline: Sep¬
tember 1, 2003.

The budget, approved by the LNC
in December 2002, authorized
$320,000 — 23% of the party's an-

We are rapidly

reaching a critical
point in our ability
to conduct serious

ballot access for next
year's elections."
—Sean Haugh

nual budget — for national office
staff salaries.

The motion also instructed Neale
and Seehusen to make sure that all
"non-core" projects are self-funded by
July 1, 2003. Non-core projects in¬
clude ballot access, the Drug War
Strategy, branding and marketing
efforts, and campus outreach. Such
projects will only be funded if money
can be raised from LP members spe¬

cifically for those purposes.
Although the party has reduced

its account-payable deficit by about
$68,000 from January 2003, it still
has a substantial debt, and Unified
Membership Program (UMP) payments
to the states are running about
$29,000 behind schedule.

In other action, the LNC:
■ Passed on a voice vote a mo¬

tion from Fred Childress (Region 5
Representative, Virginia) requesting
the Bylaws Committee to propose
wording at the 2004 National Con¬
vention to allow the party to expel
members. Any expulsion would be
under restricted conditions involving
the initiation of force or fraud.

■ Passed on a voice vote a mo¬

tion from R. Lee Wrights (At-Large
Member, North Carolina) supporting

Continued from Page 3
influential names in the field — in¬
cluding Neal Boortz, Gene Burns, and
Art Bell.

"I am just a small-market talk
show host trying to make a differ¬
ence," he said. "People like Boortz
and Bell already have. Hopefully at
some point I measure up."

Mangino said talk radio has "been
in my blood for a long time." He got
interested in radio when he was 12
because of an uncle who worked at
WKST Radio in New Castle, Ohio. In
high school, he was a member of the
D.U.F.E. (Dial Us for Entertainment)
radio club.

an instruction from Neale that the
executive director notify the LNC if
any UMP payments are made more
than 48 hours beyond their contrac¬
tual date.

■ Passed on a voice vote a mo¬

tion from Nelson to ask the Conven¬
tion Committee and executive direc¬
tor to suggest location options for the
2006 and 2008 national conventions.
Deadline: By the LNC's February 2004
meeting.

The next LNC meeting is sched¬
uled for September 13-14, 2003 in
Denver, Colorado.

The 18-member LNC is the govern¬

ing body of the Libertarian Party. LNC
representatives and officers are se¬
lected by delegates at the party's
national convention every two years.

In 1996, Mangino got his first pro¬
fessional job in talk radio as a fill-in
host at KELP Radio in El Paso, Texas.
He later worked at WWIZ Radio and
WLLF Radio in Mercer, Ohio, before
coming to WKBN Radio. He broadcasts
from 6:00-10:00 am weekdays.

As a talk show host, there is one

thing that Mangino said he prides
himself on: He always expresses his
honest convictions.

"I will never take an issue just to
get you ticked off enough to call,"
he has told his listeners. "When you
do call and express your genuine be¬
liefs, the least you deserve is my
genuine beliefs in return."

Santa Clara LP
stops tax hike
Continued from Page 4
four districts:
■ San Jose Unified School Dis¬

trict: Failed with 59.8% of the vote.
The measure would have raised $6
million a year for five years. (Total
cost to taxpayers: $30 million.)
■ Campbell Union School District:

Failed with 56.7% of the vote. The
measure would have raised $3 mil¬
lion a year for four years. (Total cost:
$12 million.)
■ Franklin-McKinley School Dis¬

trict: Failed with 56.3% of the vote.
The measure would have raised $1.2
million a year for four years. (Total
cost: $4.8 million.)
■ Mountain View-Whisman School

District: Failed with 63.1% of the
vote. The measure would have raised
$2.48 million a year for five years.
(Total cost: $12.4 million.)

Milestone win
The defeat of all four measures —

which confirmed the LFs status as

the "default anti-tax group here in
Silicon Valley" — was a milestone for
Santa Clara Libertarians, said Hinkle.

"We've had wins before, but we've
never gone four-for-four," he said.

Also joining the LP in the fight
against the parcel taxes were the Tri-
County Apartment Association and
the San Jose Silicon Valley Chamber
of Commerce.

Ohio talk show host joins party

The Heartland Institute’s 19thAnniversary Benefit

Tkursdccy, October 16, 2003
Please join more than 500 freedom-lovers in the Grand Ballroom at
the Chicago Hilton Hotel to celebrate The Heartland Institute’s
19th anniversary. You’ll get great speakers, conversation, and food while
benefitling one of the libertarian movement’s leading think tanks.

Guest speakers include economic forecaster Brian Wesbury, Reason
Foundation founder Robert Poole, Tax Foundation executive
director Scott Hodge, and author and funnyman M. Stanton Evans.

Single tickets -
Heartland members

Single tickets
nonmembers:

$75 before September 1
$100 after September 1
$125 at the door

$100 before September 1
$120 after September 1
$150 at the door

Reserve your tickets now by calling 312/377-4000
or register online at www.heartland.org.INSTITUTE

19 South LaSalle Street #903

Chicago, Illinois 60603 Room Reservations: 800/774-1500 or www.hilton.com
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[THE ISSUES

EDITOR S NOTE: Each month, "The Issues" will highlight several
recent Libertarian Party press releases. To get the complete text of all
press releases issued by the LP, send a message to "announce-
request@lp.org" with the word "subscribe" in the subject line.

Scrap useless color-coded terror alert system

The national color-coded terroralert system should be scrapped,
Libertarians say, because it only

alarms the public with warnings that
are too vague to be useful.

"Homeland Security Director Tom
Ridge risks becoming like the boy
who cried wolf with his frequent,
unsubstantiated Orange alerts," said
George Getz, Libertarian Party
communications director. "Soon the

public might start ignoring him —

and that could be a real disaster."
Before the Fourth of July

weekend, Department of Homeland
Security officials declined to say
whether they planned to raise the
terror alert level from Yellow to Orange, the second-highest category.

Since the system was instituted in 2002, the threat has been raised
to Orange four times, and no attacks have taken place — raising
questions about the reliability of the underlying intelligence data.

One example: In February, Americans stockpiled food, water, duct
tape, and plastic sheeting after the government warned about the risk
of a chemical or biological attack.

At the time, Ridge claimed the intelligence reports were based on
"multiple sources, obviously credible and corroborated." But days
later he quietly canceled the alert after being forced to admit that the
reports were "not as accurate as we thought."

An unreliable terror alert system may be worse than none at all —
which is why the program should be dismantled, said Getz.

"Telling a nation still reeling from the September 11 terrorist
attacks to be on alert for another horrific attack — without telling
them when, where, or how it might occur — is nothing more than
scare mongering," he said. "In fact, every Orange alert that is issued
based on flimsy evidence actually endangers the nation by making
Americans more likely to ignore future warnings."

Congressional weapons hearing is pointless

Congressional hearings into the Bush administration's claimsabout Iraq's weapons program are a waste of time, Libertarians
say, because the public already knows that presidents routinely

lie or exaggerate to justify waging war.
"Surprise! It appears that another U.S. leader has manipulated

facts and exaggerated threats in order to whip up war hysteria," said
Joe Seehusen, executive director of the Libertarian Party, which
staunchly opposed the invasion of Iraq.

"Do we really need a congressional hearing to discover that
politicians are adept at using words as weapons of mass deception?"

Prompted by the continuing failure to find chemical or biological
weapons since Baghdad fell, the Senate Select Committee on Intelli¬
gence will hold hearings into the Bush administration's prewar claims
about Iraq's weapons of mass destruction.

But Congressional hearings are utterly pointless, said Seehusen,
because they will only tell Americans what they already know.

"History is replete with examples of U.S. leaders lying our country
into war. So why should we expect this war to be any different?" he
asked. A few specific cases:

■ In 1898, the U.S.S. Maine blew up off the coast of Cuba.
Although most historians believe it was an accident, Congress used
"Remember the Maine" as a rallying cry to declare war on Spain.

■ In 1964, two U.S. destroyers in the Gulf of Tonkin reported
being fired upon by the North Vietnamese — an attack that never
happened. Yet President Lyndon Johnson used the incident to win a

Congressional resolution authorizing military force in Vietnam.
■ In 1990, President George Bush perpetrated the "babies-being-

pulled-from-incubators hoax," which claimed that Iraqi troops had
invaded a hospital in Kuwait City and ripped babies from incubators.
It was later determined that the story had been fabricated by a public
relations firm that had been paid by the Kuwait government.

With such a track record of presidential deceit, it's disingenuous
for Congress to pretend to be shocked, Seehusen said.

"Last October, 296 Representatives and 77 Senators voted in favor
of a resolution supporting the invasion of Iraq," he said. "Every one
of these individuals is responsible for the consequences of that
decision — and convening a hearing won't change that."

I lomcland Security
Advisory Svsteni

SEVERE
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High Risk of Terrorist Attacks
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General Risk of Terrorist Attacks
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Low Risk of Terrorist Attacks
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Ballots are in the mail for LP-sponsored
bid to repeal Montrose, Co. grocery tax
The ballots are in the mail, andresidents of Montrose, Colorado

will now have the opportunity
to vote on a Libertarian-sponsored
initiative to end the city's tax on gro¬
ceries.

The Montrose city clerk mailed
6,228 ballots to registered voters on
June 26. The ballots must be returned
by mail or brought to the City Hall by
July 15 [after LP News went to press].

At stake: Whether to repeal the
city's 3% tax on food purchased for
home consumption. A "yes" vote will
save taxpayers about $2.3 million
annually, and reduce the city's gen¬
eral fund by about 17%.

"The time is right, the revenues
are growing quickly in this town, and
the city has plenty of [other] revenue
sources," Mike Humbert, Chair of the
Western Slope Libertarian Party, told
the Grand Junction Sentinel.

However, mayor pro-tern Noelle
Hagan, a critic of the tax cut, said it
would "cripple government." In com¬
ments to the Grand Junction Senti¬
nel she said the repeal was sponsored
by "people who don't like govern¬
ment."

The repeal initiative is the work
of the Western Slope LP, which said
it wants to repeal the tax because it
places an unfair burden on the poor
and elderly.

"A sales tax on food is the most

regressive of all taxes; those least able
to pay must pay a higher proportion
of their limited incomes," said
Humbert.

Home consumption
If passed by voters, the initiative

would eliminate the tax on food pur¬
chased for home consumption, but
would not change the tax status of
packaged food or meals purchased in
restaurants.

Libertarians collected more than
500 signatures from registered vot¬
ers to qualify the tax repeal initia¬
tive. On April 21, the city clerk certi¬
fied that Libertarians had submitted
the required number of signatures.

In response to critics who say the
city government needs the revenue
from the grocery tax, Humbert noted
that the city budget has doubled in
the last six years, from about $20
million to about $38 million.

"They keep saying [the tax cut
would result in] a cut in the budget,
but they don't say sales tax revenues
have been growing significantly," he
told the Daily Sentinel.

For example, said Humbert, in¬
stead of slashing services, city poli-

Is Abortion Aggression?
Scientific & Philosophical
Arguments Show Why It Is

Go to: http://www.L4L.org
For a literature list, send a

S.A.S.E. to Libertarians for Life,
13424 Hathaway Drive #18,

Wheaton, MD 20906*(301)460-4141
libertarian@erols.com

■ Western Slope LP Chair Mike
Humbert: "The time is right, the
revenues are growing quickly in
this town, and the city has plenty
of [other] revenue sources."

ticians could restrict the number of

city-owned vehicles, and postpone or
cancel $52 million worth of expan¬

sions and new building projects.
"The city of Montrose claims it

needs the money, but Libertarians say
citizens on fixed and low incomes
need the money more," he said.

The tax cut initiative is facing
some heavy opposition. In May, the
Montrose Chamber of Commerce's 21-
member board of directors voted to

oppose the sales tax repeal, saying it
would not "foster positive economic
growth." The repeal is also opposed
by the Montrose Economic Develop¬
ment Corporation and by a group of
residents calling themselves the Com¬
mittee to Protect Our Quality of Life.

However, the Libertarians have
supporters, too. Douglas Bruce, who
crafted the 1992 Taxpayer's Bill of
Rights (TABOR) amendment to the
Colorado constitution, wrote a pub¬
lic letter urging Montrose residents
to support the tax cut.
If passed by voters, the grocery

tax repeal goes into effect July 16.

What They’re Saying About
The Free State Project:

"I think FSP is a TERRIFIC idea. I know a lot of
people have botched 'new country' and 'let's take over
a county' ideas, but FSP is different. Not only do they
have the best plan I've seen for actually making it
happen, it's one that doesn't ask people to front a
bunch of cash or risk making any moves, until a
critical mass has been reached. Even if it's a long
shot, the chance of having an example of freedom at
work - that 'shining city on the hill' - is too good to
pass up."

Louis Janies, free-market.net

"Who has not dreamt of a place in which common
sense and mutual respect replace most of the laws on
the books and people don't need the threat of
government in order just to behave themselves? But
how many have ever done anything about it?"

Keith Olbermcinn, MSNBC

"What can be done now? Are there any signs that
those Americans who want to unconstitutionally
control the lives of others are going to let up soon? I
say no, but there's a peaceful resolution proposed by
Free State Project, whose motto is, 'Liberty in our
lifetime.'"

Walter Williams, economist and author

"A free state might show the rest of the world what
can be done ... Let's think seriously about this."

Claire Wolfe, libertarian author

www.freestateproject.org
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Get sponsors
for ballot bill
and earn $50
A ballot access reform bill filedby Congressman Ron Paul is so

important, says Ballot Access
News publisher Richard Winger, that
he's willing to give $50 to anyone who
convinces other U.S. Representatives
to co-sponsor it.

The bill, "HR 1941, has no chance
of passing unless it obtains many co¬
sponsors," said Winger.

To bolster HR 1941's chances,
Winger said Ballot Access News
(B.A.N.) will give $50 to any Liber¬
tarian who gets his or her Congres¬
sional representative to sign on as a
co-sponsor.

To qualify, write to your Congres¬
sional representative asking them to
co-sponsor HR 1941. If they send a
letter promising to , sponsor the bill,
forward a copy of that letter to Bal¬
lot Access News, along with a copy of
your letter to the representative.

of Congress be¬
comes a co¬

sponsor of HR
1941, B.A.N. will
pay you $50,"
said Winger.
If multiple

Libertarians
contact the
same Congress-
person who
agrees to spon¬
sor HR 1941,
the $50 will be
given to the

Libertarian with the earliest-dated

response from the Congressperson.
The deadline for the offer is Decem¬
ber 31, 2003.

Any Libertarian who gets a new
co-sponsor for HR 1941 will also get
a free three-month subscription to
Ballot Access News, said Winger.

HR-1941 (The Voter Protection Act
of 2003), which was filed by Paul on
May 1, would make it easier for third
party and independent candidates to
qualify for the ballot in federal races.

HR-1941 stipulates that any can¬
didate who gathers 1,000 valid sig¬
natures of registered voters in a dis¬
trict — or from 1,000 eligible voters
in districts without partisan registra¬
tion — must appear on the ballot
with a party designation.

The bill is needed because numer¬

ous states have passed restrictive
ballot access laws, said Winger.

"Unfortunately, some state legis¬
latures have passed laws that make
it impossible for anyone but the
Democratic and Republican nominees
to get on the ballot for the U.S.
House," he said.
If signed into law, the bill would

ease the U.S. House ballot access re¬

quirements for roughly two-thirds of
the states, said Winger

To contact Winger, e-mail:
ban@richardwinger.com. Or write:
B.A.N., P.0. Box 470296, San Fran¬
cisco, CA 94147. Or visit: www.ballot-
access.org/.

"If your member

■ Ron Paul: Bill
lowers barriers.

Libertarian presidential contenders debate before C-SPAN cameras in Belton, Missouri
■ Libertarian presidential contenders Michael Banarik (left) and
Gary Nolan appear at a candidate's forum sponsored by the Cass
County LP and the Jackson County LP on June 9.

The event, which was held in Belton, Missouri, was broadcast on
C-SPAN's Road to the White House on July 6.

At the forum, Badnarik, a computer consultant who also teaches
classes about the U.S. Constitution, and Nolan, a syndicated radio
talk show host, each described their campaign goals and strategies,
spoke about the issues, and answered questions from the audience.

About 80 people attended the event.
"A lot of planning and effort went into making this a big

success," said Badnarik. "I would like to thank all of the Libertar¬
ians from Missouri who made me feel so welcome during my visit."

The Cass County LP also sponsors an online LP presidential straw
poll at http://cass.molp.org.

Nolan won the June 2003 poll with 38.5% of the vote (172
votes). Badnarik came in second with 26% (116 votes), followed by
science fiction writer L. Neil Smith at 11% (49 votes).

For information about the Michael Badnarik for President

campaign, visit: www.badnarik.org.
For information about the Gary Nolan for President campaign,

visit: www.garynolan.com.

The
Power of
Just One
Signature

MMo you think our government
has gotten too big and too powerful?
Do you think a maze of bureaucrats
and politicians are chipping away at
the freedoms Americans used to take

Libertarian Party Membership!
□ Yes! Sign me up today as a proud, dues-
paying member of the Libertarian Party!
I'll receive 12 monthly issues of LP News, and a membership card.

I'd like to be a Libertarian Party member in the following category:
□ $1,000 Life Member

□ $500 Patron

□ $250 Sponsor
□ $100 Sustaining Member
J $25 Basic Member

The Libertarian Party is the party of principle. To publicly affirm
what we believe—and to ensure that our party never strays from our
principles—we ask our members to proudly sign this statement:
>■ I do not believe in or advocate the initiation of force as a means

of achieving political or social goals.

Payment
□ To help you in your important
work for liberty, I have enclosed
an additional donation of:

Total payment enclosed

$
□ Check/money order enclosed.
(No corporate checks, please.)
Or: Bill my □ Visa □ AMEX
□ MasterCard □ Discover

for granted? Do you think the Bill
of Rights is being silently repealed
— one precious freedom at a time?

If so, you can help
change that by joining the
Libertarian Party! We're the
only political party that is fighting
— with 100% of our energy — to
lower taxes, to reduce the size of

government, and to defend the Bill
of Rights. With your support — and
your proud signature on this member¬
ship form — we can work harder
than ever to build a powerful
political force for freedom.

But we need your help
to do it. Join us today!

Signature required for membership

Subscription
□ Enclosed is $25. I'd rather not join just yet. Instead, please sign
me up for a one-year subscription to LP News (12 monthly issues).
Name & Address SOURCE CODE: 2003-0044

NAME

Address

City state Zip

Home Phone work Phone

Employer Occupation

Federal law requires political committees to report the name, mailing
address, and occupation and name of employer for each individual
whose contributions aggregate in excess of $200 in a calendar year.

acct. #

Expires

Signature For Credit Card Payment

□ I'd like to support the Libertar¬
ian Party on a more regular basis.
Please send me information about

your monthly Pledge Program —

and the benefits for joining.

Make checks payable to:

LIBERTARIAN
PARTY
2600 Virginia Ave., NW, Suite 100
Washington DC 20037
Phone: (202) 333-0008
Fax: (202) 333-0072 • www.LP.org
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the Libertarian Viewpoint. Outstanding!
"They will attract new members better than

anything else I've seen in my years of membership."
—Richard G. Reed, Los Angeles, California

"I wanted to let you know that one of the last editions of LP News was
EXCELLENT, including the [Libertarian Viewpoint] insert, which gave lots
of information on the LP, perfect for spreading the word. I've long felt

a change was needed for outreach info. This is just the ticket!"
—Deb Hamm, Westminster Colorado

The Libertarian Viewpoint — a 8-page, full-color outreach newspaper!
Ideal for leaving at your local coffeehouse, supermarket, student union
building, or community center. Contains articles on corporate welfare,
crime, poverty, foreign policy, and more — along with brief "Fact Files"
that offer fascinating soundbites, factoids, and perspectives. Add to that
some glowing media quotes about the Libertarian Party and full-color

photographs, and you have a professional-looking, eye-catching
newspaper that asks readers to "imagine a better America."

Includes a membership response form.
Sample: $1 each ★ 100 for $25 ★ 1,000 for $100 ★ Includes free shipping

★ Or, call for prices for bulk quantities (10,000+) ★

>w**mor9

■ s:

■»>tSto
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"I love

LP Literature & Books
■ Why Government Doesn't Work by Harry
Browne. The 1996 Presidential campaign manifesto:
Explains why government doesn't work, and why it
will never work as well as voluntary solutions. Out¬
lines a Libertarian plan for victory. Hardbound, 245
pages. Cost: $11.95

■ Libertarianism In One Lesson by David Berg-
land. Expanded 8th edition. The classic introductory
work. Outlines Libertarian positions on all major po¬
litical issues and contrasts them to liberals and
conservatives. A must-read. Softbound, 158 pages.
Cost: $10 each; or 5 for $35.

■ Which Political Party is 100% Pro-Gun Rights?
Full-page flyer. 2-color (red & blue). Hard-hitting de¬
fense of the Second Amendment, designed espe¬
cially for the gun community. Explains why the LP will
never betray gun owners — unlike the Republican
Party, which constantly sells them out. Cost: Sample:
50<t or $7 for 100

■ America's Libertarian Heritage by David Berg-
land. 16-page booklet. Concise overview of Libertar¬
ian philosophy and solutions in an easy-to-read ques-
tion-and-answer format. Cost: $1 each

■ Million Dollar Bills:.Green Ink. A faux $ 1,000,000
bill that highlights excessive federal spending — and
points out that the federal government spends more
than $1 million every five seconds. Perfect for Tax
Day, taxpayer groups, and almost any other outreach
project! Cost: Sample: 50<t or $5 for 100

2-C0L0R ★ LIBERTARIAN PARTY BROCHURES ★ 4-C0L0R

/

4-COLOR!
■ Is This the
New Political

Party You've Been
Looking For?
■ Working to Cut
Your Taxes

■ It's Time for a

More Sensible
Drug Policy

drug

4-color brochures: Sample: 504 ★ Or $10 for 100^2-color brochures: Sample: 504 * Or $7 for 100

2-COLOR
■ Making Your
Neighborhood

Safe Again
■ Ending the
Welfare State

■ What Happened To
Your Family Budget?
■ Equal Rights for

America's Gun Owners

■ LP "Fact Sheets": Updated for 2000: 2-page LP
history (with political highlights, accomplishments,
and victories from 1971 -2000) and a comprehensive
two-page bibliography (featuring more than 150
books about liberty!). Sold as a set. Cost: Sample:
504 or $10 for 100

■ World's Smallest Political

Quiz cards. Perfect for
"politically homeless" booths.
Cost: $1 for 100

Bumperstickers

&

$1 each; $7.50 for 10; $50 for 100. Size: 11" x 3"

■ ENOUGH IS ENOUGH/VOTE LIBERTARIAN
(Red, white, & blue).
■ I'm Pro-Choice on Everything! (Red, white, & blue.)

■ Don't Blame Me ... I Voted Libertarian (Blue
& white; 800-ELECT-US phone number below.)
■ Vote Libertarian/800-ELECT-US (Blue&white.)

Buttons
Cost: $1 each; $7.50 for 10; $50 for 100
■ Don't Blame Me,
I Voted Libertarian
1-800-ELECT-US

■ Vote Libertarian
1-800-ELECT-US

■ Libertarian Party
Pro-Choice on

Everything
1-800-ELECT-US

Tools for Campaigning
■ Libertarian Political Action: Techniques for
Effective Campaigning: 32 pages. Comprehensive
explanation of winning campaign techniques for Lib¬
ertarian candidates. Includes everything from creat¬
ing a campaign timeline, deciding on issues, raising
money, working with volunteers, dealing with the
media, and organizing a Get Out The Vote (GOTV)
effort. A must read for every Libertarian candidate
— state, local, or federal! Cost: $3.00 each

■ LP Statue of Liberty Logo mas¬
ter. Camera-ready sheet, ready for
scanning. Cost: $1 each
■ LP Statue of Liberty Logo on PC
Disk: 3-1/2 inch DOS-compatible
computer disk. Cost: $3 each
■ Newsprint Ads: "Libertarian Party
— Defenders of Liberty." Camera-
ready print ads. One each of six different ads: Gen¬
eral, lifestyle, drugs, guns, draft, and taxes. Plus ad¬
ditional multi-sized "Lower Taxes/Mo re Freedom" LP
advertisements. Cost: $3 for set

Large Banners
■ Large Banner. (18"x 5'). White lettering on bold
blue background. The first line says: "Libertarian
Party." The second line says: "800-ELECT-US." Perfect
for local Libertarian Party meetings, state or county
conventions, Operation Politician Homeless (OPH)
booths, etc. Cost: $40 each

Ready-to-use Literature
Q'NTY COST

TABLOID (4-c): "Libertarian Viewpoint"
. jzTiTToFTTOS^ew Vision for America"

Brochure (4-c): "IsThis/New Political Party...?"
. joTTToT'sjQijSlg Sensible Drug Policy”

Brochure (4-c): "Working to Cut Your Taxes!"
Brochure: "What Happened/ Family Budget?"
Brochure: "Ending the Welfare State"
Brochure: "Making Neighborhood Safe Again"
Brochure: "Equal Rights/America's Gun Owners”

|pnrr>F~sTOcH)l 00% Produn Rights?"
America's Libertarian Heritage booklet
Fact Sheets: LP history/bibliography (package)
World's Smallest Political Quiz
"Million Dollar Bill" Literature

Bumper Stickers
Don't Blame Me...I Voted Libertarian

I'm Pro-Choice on Everything!
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH/VOTE LIBERTARIAN
Vote Libertarian/1 -800-ELECT-US

Banners Total Due

"LIBERTARIAN PARTY" (18”h x 5'w)
Second line says: "1-800-ELECT-US"

Tools for Campaigning
Libertarian Political Action Booklet

Statue of Liberty logo master

LP Statue of Liberty logo on 3-1/2" PC disk
Newsprint ads: “Libertarian Party - Defenders
of Liberty" set of seven.

. Merchandise Total

. RUSH handling: Add S5 for same^ay handling

_ RUSH shipping: Call office to arrange

. Send to a Post Office Box $5 extra

TOTAL PAYMENT DUE

HOWTO
PLACE
YOUR
ORDER

Books for Sale

louT]oFsxgcKjoesn't i/yorfc-
By Harry Browne
Libertarianism In One Lesson

By David Bergland

Buttons

Don't Blame Me, I Voted Libertarian

VOTE LIBERTARIAN/800-ELECT-US
Libertarian Party: Pro-Choice on Everything

[ ] Cash, check, or money order enclosed. (No corporate checks!)
Bill my: [ ] Visa [ ] MasterCard [ ]AMEX [ ] Discover

Acct. #

Expires Signature

Name

Membership ID# [On label| f

Street

City State Zip

Occupation Employer

Phone:
(202)

333-0008

Ext. 221

By
Mail:

Libertarian Party
2600 Virginia

Avenue, NW, Suite 100
Washington, DC 20037

. LAW REQUIRES POLITICAL COMMITTEES TO REPORT THE NAME, MAILING ADDRESS, OCCUPATION, AND NAME OF EMPLOYER FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONTRIBUTIONS AGGREGATE IN EXCESS OF $200 IN A CALENDAR YEAR.
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In North Dakota, LP member
circulates ethanol initiative
Continued from Page 3
nol continues to be subsidized, when
it benefits no one but these corpora¬
tions and their investors."

SB 2222 is also probably uncon¬
stitutional said Cooper, since the
North Dakota constitution, Article X,
Sec. 18 states: "...neither the state
nor any political subdivision thereof
shall otherwise loan or give its credit
or make donations to or in aid of any
individual, association or corporation
except for reasonable support of the
poor..."

The worst thing about the sub¬
sidy, said Cooper, is that it won't help
the environment — or the economy.

"It takes more energy to make a
gallon of ethanol than the gallon
contains," he noted. "[And] more jobs
are lost due to higher taxes than are
created."

“Senate bill 2222
takes money from
every taxpayer
in North Dakota,

and gives it to huge
corporations"
—Clint Cooper

Ethanol is a grain alcohol — made
by fermenting and distilling crops
such as corn, sorghum, potatoes, and
wheat — that is blended with gaso¬
line to create "gasohol." In 1990, the
federal Clean Air Act Amendments

mandated the sale of oxygenated fu¬
els like ethanol/gasoline blends.

Currently, the U.S. uses about 2
billion gallons of ethanol a year —
about 10% of the nation's total mo¬
tor fuel consumption.

Ethanol supporters say the fuel
reduces harmful carbon monoxide
emissions because of its high oxygen
content, provides income for Ameri¬
can farmers, and reduces dependence
on foreign oil imports.

However, critics say ethanol is just
a form of corporate welfare that en¬
riches massive corporations at the
expense of taxpayers.

For example, direct crop subsidies
for the ethanol industry have cost
more than $30 billion since 1996,
according to the Times-Leader news¬
paper (Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania).

"Virtually every independent as¬
sessment — by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, the General Account¬
ing Office, the Congressional Budget
Office, NBC News, and several aca¬

demic journals — has concluded that
ethanol subsidies have been a costly
boondoggle with almost no public
benefit," reported the Cato Institute's
Stephen Moore in 1997.

Political muscle
"Yet the mighty ethanol subsidies

still flow. Why? Ethanol's survival has
nothing to do with economics or the
environment and everything to do
with political muscle. Almost 70% of
ethanol is produced by America's pre¬
mier agri-giant, Archer Daniels Mid¬
land, [which] has spent a small for¬
tune on [lobbying] Capitol Hill over
the past 20 years," he wrote.

The drive to repeal SB 2222 is be¬
ing led by Cooper, Ralph Muecke, and
"several citizens of [Valley City],
where a new ethanol plant was pro¬
posed to be built," said Cooper.

"They had heard reports of the
environmental degradation caused by
such plants and wanted no part of
one in their area," he said.

But Cooper said the petitioning
is going slowly; by the end of June,
activists had only collected about
5,000 signatures.

"People are responding over¬
whelmingly in our favor," he said.
"However, we are desperately short
of committed and industrious peti¬
tion circulators, and it looks to me

as if we are going to be short of the
needed number of signatures."

For more information about the
initiative effort, visit: www.stopthief-
nd.org/.

Turn Adversaries into Admirers
with Dr. Ruwart’s Communication
Blockbuster for Libertarians!

The author ofHealing Our World
and ShorlAnswers to the Tough
Questions shares her Secrets of
Transforming Liberals, Greens,
Christians, and New Agers into
Libertarians in this unique set
of 4 CDs or audio tapes! You'll be
transformed as well - into a more

dynamic, libertarian communicator!

When you purchase Secrets for $30, Dr. Ruwart will include
two FREE audiotapes containing three of her greatest talks:
The FDA s War on Your Health, Unity Through Community,
and How Changing Our Beliefs Changes Our World!

A $50 value for only $30 - you save
$20 by ordering NOW!

NO RISK! Order confidently with Dr. Ruwart’s
money back guarantee. Just return the tapes or CDs
for a full refund if you are not delighted!

Yes! Please send me full set(s) of the Secrets CDs and/or full set(s) of the
Secrets audio tapes. Don’t forget my two FREE audio tapes with each set! (I have enclosed
$30 for each set and a single S&H charge of only $5 for my entire shipment).

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

MC/Visa# Phone (lor questions)

Expires Signature

Send Check, Money Order or Credit Card Info to: SunStar Press *~
PO Box 50342 Kalamazoo, Ml 49005 Toll Free: 1-877-384-8751

ConciseGuide
to Economics

The Advocates
Laissez Faire Books

Amazon.com
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President George W. Bush: Libertarian?
■ In Kansas, Larry Manes was elected to the Allen County Community
College Board of Trustees. In New Hampshire, Don Gorman was
elected Trustee of the Trust Fund in Spring elections. In Massachu¬
setts, LP State Chair Kamal Jain was appointed to the state HAVA
(Help America Vote Act) Steering Committee. In Wisconsin, Kirby
Bran was appointed to the State Elections Board, replacing previous
LP representative Adam Dick, whose term expired. In Oregon, in late
results for the May 20 election, Christie Mroczek won a seat on the
Aloha Park Local School Committee (Beaverton School District).

■ Miscellaneous: Just in case you were wondering what the problem
was with President George W. Bush, Democratic presidential hopeful
John Kerry has a theory. In the New Yorker (June 16 & 23), Kerry said,
"The Bush Administration agenda isn't conservative Republicanism,
and it's not radical Republicanism — it's extreme libertarianism." In
California, the state LP executive board passed a resolution supporting
an increase in LP dues from $25 to $50. The resolution said the
increase is necessary because "the current level of basic membership
dues fails to adequately fund the vital functions and overhead costs of
the Libertarian Party at both the national and state levels."

■ In Michigan, Paul Hitch is a candidate in a non-partisan race for
the Lapeer Community School Board of Directors. Also in Michigan,
Christopher Gonzalez is running for Dearborn Heights city council;
John Stempfle is a candidate for Grosse Pointe city council; and Erin
Stahl has launched a bid for Saint Clair Shores city council. In
California, the East San Gabriel Valley LP has announced it will try to
recruit 40 candidates for non-partisan races in November.

■ In memorial: Longtime Libertarian Dyanne Petersen passed away.
Petersen was an editor for Laissez Faire Books, a past State Chair of
the California LP, and the founder of the Libertarian Supper Club in
New York City. Libertarians will miss her "wit, enthusiasm, and
humor," said friend Nicole Loveland. Also, David Morris, who
managed Jo Jorgensen's 1996 vice presidential campaign, has died. A
memorial service was held in Greenville, South Carolina on June 22.

■ Media & entertainment news: According to
Terra Lycos, libertarian radio talk show host
(and LP member) Neal Boortz is the fifth most
popular radio personality on the Web (based on
the number of online searches). Libertarian Art
Bell, who retired in 2002, came in at number
eight on the list. Self-described libertarian Trey
Parker and creative partner Matt Stone of South
Park fame are working on a new movie, Team
America, that will spoof the war on terrorism,
mindless action movies, and celebrities. In ■ Trey Parker:
Oklahoma, Tulsa area LP Chair Angela O'Dell A new movie,
was invited to write a "Leadership Response" for
Tulsa Today, along with the county Democratic and Republican parties.

■ In Massachusetts, Chris Crawford was honored with the state LFs
Lifetime Achievement Award at its state convention in May. In Ohio,
at the LP state convention, Paul Green was presented with the state
LP's Volunteer of the Year award, John Stewart won the Leadership
Award, and Brian Carey received the Libertarian of the Year award. In
Michigan, the Oakland County LP awarded its annual prize, "The
Oakie," to 30-year LP member Dianne Szabla for meritorious service.
In New Hampshire, LP member Evelyn Logan was named editor of the
Gun Owners of New Hampshire's Firearms & Freedom publication.

■ In Nebraska, Nydra Karlen was re-elected State Chair. In Oregon,
Tom Cox was elected State Chair and convention delegates voted to
adopt the porcupine as state party mascot. In Montana, the state LP
executive committee endorsed the concept of the Free State Project
(FSP). The vote took place on May 25, after the party hosted the FSP-
themed Grand Western Conference. In New Mexico, Richard Obergfell
was elected State Chair. In Michigan, Lawrence W. Johnson was
elected Chair of the Washtenaw County LP. In Virginia, former LP exe¬
cutive director Steve Dasbach was appointed interim State Chair by
the State Central Committee, following the resignation of the chair and
vice chair. Dasbach will serve until a special state convention in August.

■ In Kentucky, Teresa Fisher is running for mayor of Jeffersonville;
Kirk Singh is a candidate for Jeffersonville council (District 2), and
Greg Hertzsch is seeking a seat on the Clarksville town council
(District 2). In New Jersey, five LP candidates have qualified for the
ballot for the November election: Emerson Ellett (State Senate, 11th
District), Ray Cragle (State Assembly, 14th District), Jany Sabins
(State Assembly, 27th District), Len Flynn (Monmouth County
Freeholder), and John Taylor (Highlands Borough Council).
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FORUM

Just like the rest of the world,
what Iraq really needs is liberty
The article "What Iraq Needs IsWestern Values" that appeared

in The Forum section of the
June 2003 LP News was riddled with

misconceptions.
The "pull quote" prominently dis¬

played reads, "Property rights are
anathema to Islam. An individual's
life and values may be sacrificed to
the claims of his family, clan, tribe
or ruler."

This assertion, like the entire con¬

tents of the article, is in flagrant con¬
tradiction of Islamic scripture, phi¬
losophy, teachings, and law. Not only
is private property sacred in Islam,
but it was the Islamic civilization that
introduced the West to many of the
modern values of which, not only
Iraq, but most of the world is now in
such desperate need.

Denies false idols
The fundamental teaching of Is¬

lam: "There is none worthy of wor¬
ship except God" denies the false idols
of family, tribe, clan, and rulers, and
makes every individual directly re¬
sponsible to the divinity.

Abu Bakr, the very first Caliph,
said in his inaugural address, "It is
true that I have been elected your

amir.... If I

give you a
command in
accord with
the Qur'an and
the practice of
the Prophet,
obey me. But if
I give you a
command de¬

parting from
the Qur'an or

the practice of
the Prophet,
you owe me no

obedience, but must correct me. Truth
is righteousness, and falsehood is
treason."

Islamic law recognizes the impor¬
tance of private property, equal jus¬
tice, religious tolerance, and above all
that the law is above the state. Envi¬
ous of the imperialist powers that had
once colonized them, most of the
modern secular states of the Muslim
world — especially Iraq under
Saddam Hussein — turned their backs
on the Islamic tradition and replaced
it with European socialism, leading
to the tyrannies that plague the Mus¬
lim world today.

Property has been sanctified in

Islamic law from the beginning. (See,
e.g., the Qur'an 2:188, and 6:152.)
This is a right of both men and
women, and envy is denounced
(4:32): "And in no wise covet those
things in which Allah hath bestowed
his gifts more freely on some of you
than on others: to men is allotted
what they earn and to women what
they earn: but ask Allah of His
bounty: for Allah hath full knowledge
of all things."

"Inviolate"
In his Farewell Pilgrimage, on the

high holy day of Islam, the Prophet
declared: "Your lives and your prop¬
erty shall be inviolate until you meet
your Lord. The safety of your lives
and of your property shall be as in¬
violate as this holy day and holy
month" (Muhammad Haykal's Life of
Muhammad, Indianapolis: American
Trust, 1976, p. 486).

Morally, theft, fraud, and injus¬
tice have been prohibited by the Is¬
lamic law. Islam does not merely re¬
spect the right of contract in the ab¬
stract, but holds contracts to be of
such importance that some specifics
of Islamic contract law are found in
the Qur'an itself.

The most ironic misconception
about Islam is the assertion that it
lacks respect for reason. The Qur'an
emphasizes the need for humans to
use their rationality in order to avoid
falling into the worship of false gods.

The modern West, which turned
its back on Aristotle in the Dark Ages,
recovered Aristotle from the Arabic
translations of the Muslims. They
emerged from the Dark Ages when the
Crusades put them in contact with
the thriving scientific civilization of
the Muslim world. [See, e.g., Imad-
ad-Dean Ahmad, Signs in the Heav¬
ens: A Muslim Astronomer's Perspec¬
tive on Religion and Science.]

The Magna Carta was imposed on
King John by noblemen who returned
from the crusades after seeing how
Saladin put the law above his own

human authority. [See e.g., Rose
Wilder Lane, Islam and the Discovery
of Freedom.] John Locke abandoned
his pragmatist philosophy for a natu¬
ral rights view after learning about
Ibn Tufayl from his translator at Ox¬
ford. [See G. A. Russell, The "Arabick"
Interest of the Natural Philosophers
in Seventeenth Century England.]

The value of reason, liberty, rule
of law, and civil society are not
unique to the West. They are univer¬
sal values.

■ About the author: Imad (Dean)
Ahmad is president of the Minaret of
Freedom Institute, a Washington, DC-
area Islamic think tank. A resident of
Maryland, he is a past State Chair of
the Maryland LP, a past LP candidate
for U.S. Senate (1988), a seven-time
member of the national LP Platform
Committee, and a winner of the
"Samuel P. Chase Freedom Award"

from the Maryland LP.

By I. Dean
Ahmad

Using the Left's meta-contextual language
Libertarians come in many hy¬phenated flavors, but very few

genuine libertarians see them¬
selves as being on the political left.

Thus, from this fairly self-evident
proposition, most libertarians see

themselves as either being on the
"right" — or at least they do not see
themselves as being on the "left."
However just what do left and right
really mean?

I would contend that within the
context of libertarianism, left and
right are actually meaningless. Lib¬
ertarians can see that there is actu¬

ally little to choose between "con¬
servatism" and "socialism" circa 2001
in real terms of policy and underpin¬
ning assumptions as to the role of
the state.

Meta-contextual
What libertarians need to under¬

stand is that there are indeed impor¬
tant differences between the left and
right, but they are meta-contextual
rather than ideological. That is to say,
the left and right come from very dif¬
ferent traditions that strongly color
their respective views of how the
world really works.

Bearing this in mind, libertarians
need to realize that by mentally al¬

lying them¬
selves to the

right, they are
actually not
making a use¬
ful ideological
distinction at

all. In fact, by
doing so, they
run the risk of

clothing them-
selves in cul By PeiTy
conLTuai DeHavUland
baggage that is
often profoundly unhelpful.

What is needed is a more dispas¬
sionate analysis as to what other
people understand by left and right,
and a more pragmatic use of that
meta-contextual baggage for our own
purposes.

For example, a key "vibe" of the
left tradition is the view of the world
as a struggle from the bottom against
forces of hierarchy. Thus an anti-busi¬
ness proposition, that portrays the
corporate boardroom as an essentially
hostile power center to the "common
man" employee is an "easy sell" when
presented to someone who views the
world from within that meta-context.

However, a meta-context is just a

“There are

indeed important
differences between
the left and right,

but they are

meta-contextual
not ideological"

tradition of thought, not a philoso¬
phy per se.

Let us take the fact that as the
airline industries across the world are

said to be in dire troubles, various
interventionist governments are
pouring tax monies into these com¬

panies to prop them up.
This is not really the sort of issue

to greatly exercise people on the tra¬
ditional left, who view economic in¬
tervention as perfectly normal, or the
right, who view "helping" companies
as perfectly normal, provided they are
big companies. However, this issue
can indeed be made to resonate with
the left by framing it in the terms

that fit their traditions of thought:
"Yet again the boardroom is us¬

ing its corrupting influence with poli¬
ticians to screw the common man and
take our tax money to reward poor
management by the board and bail
out some fat cat shareholders."

What have we just done? We have
just made a seemingly "anti-business"
argument designed to fit within the
meta-contextual world view of the
left.

Extend the logic
Many on the left are actually natu¬

ral allies of the libertarian view on

civil liberties — yet they cannot ex¬
tend the same logic to economic lib¬
erties. Part of the problem is the fact
that libertarians, largely speaking
from the meta-context of the right,
frame economic issues in such a man¬

ner as to predispose opposition from
the left.
If we are to rescue the left from

collectivism, we must learn to speak
the language of the left and tap into
deep traditions of resistance and non-
deferential social values that could
serve us well.

It is not just a case of picking the
issues to attract people from the left

See LANGUAGE Page 17

The death
penalty: It's
time for us
to oppose it
The rightness or wrongness of thedeath penalty is not a topic that

has been much discussed in Lib¬
ertarian circles. The national Liber¬
tarian Party Platform is silent on this
issue. Many Libertarians have mixed
feelings on this.

I would like to argue that Liber¬
tarians and the LP should actively be
opposed to the existence and use of
capital punishment anywhere in the
United States or elsewhere.

Beyond the fact that I believe that
the death penalty is an evil in its own
right, I believe that it is a dangerous
power for any government to ever

possess. Any government that is pow¬
erful enough to kill its own citizens
is powerful enough to take away our
freedoms in other ways, too.

In the past, death has been a pun¬
ishment in the United States and

England for many crimes other than
murder: Rape, treason, theft, robbery,
etc. Can't you ■■ n-

see that, in a By Johd H.time of peril J
during war or IjlDSOIl
a terrorist in-

cident, it could be expanded to cover
many types of alleged offenses? In a
time of great trial, couldn't you fore¬
see its use against groups or persons
who merely oppose the government
in some way?

That's why, except in very limited
cases of self-defense (of a person or
the nation), the power to take a life
should never be vested in anyone's
hands, including governments.

Not a deterrent
The death penalty has proven to

be ineffective. States that have it do
not seem to have any lower murder
rate than the states that do not have
it. Therefore, it does not appear to
be much of a deterrent.

There have been many cases where
innocent persons have been freed
from death row by the work of legal
groups who have discovered evidence
clearly showing the condemned man
to have been wrongly convicted (fre¬
quently by the use of the fairly new
DNA analysis of evidence). There is
no way to right such a wrong once a
person has been killed.

Those sentenced to the death pen¬
alty are composed of a very large
percentage ofminority persons. Those
with money to buy a good defense

See DEATH PENALTY Page 17
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Why Libertarians shouldn't be
neutral on the death penalty
Continued from Page 16
seldom receive the death penalty. The
poor defendant facing capital pun¬
ishment often must accept the worst
attorneys. The attorneys, in turn, of¬
ten receive minimal pay for their ser¬
vices and have little or no financial
resources to hire experts or investi¬
gators. Thus, legal representation is
often "assembly line" and a joke.

Also, police, prosecutors, and
judges are often under intense pres¬
sure to arrest and convict someone,

anyone, in highly publicized cases.
As a result, capital punishment is
imposed in a highly selective and
unfair manner.

Imposition of capital punishment
damages and demeans both society
and the individuals who must carry
out this sentence, ie: prison guards,
executioners, etc. Even family mem¬
bers of the victim are demeaned by
the long, long wait for the "punish¬
ment" to be carried out — their lives
are also in turmoil and despair for
years. Also, the costs of carrying out

an execution generally far exceed the
cost of a long prison sentence.

Imposing death on a person may
not allow him/her time to repent and
or change to a better person. Even
though they may be locked up for a
long time, even in prison people can
make a contribution to their fellow
humans. For example: by writing,
counseling, and showing kindness to
others. Death is final.

Terrible tragedy
If the crime committed was mur¬

der, killing the offender can never
bring back the victim. His or her
death is a terrible tragedy, but kill¬
ing the alleged perpetrator merely
compounds the tragedy. After all,
"Two wrongs do not make a right."

For all these reasons, the Liber¬
tarian Party should be in the fore¬
front in opposing capitol punishment.

■ About the author: Libertarian

Party member John H. Gibson lives in
Port Clinton, Ohio.

Using the language of the Left
Continued from Page 16
but how we present them.

Whilst the use of language may
be cynical, no ideological comproipise
is required and there is nothing dis¬
honest about the argument being
made.

Once we realize that left and right
are just traditional meta-contextual
frames of reference and do not have

any real objective political content
in and of themselves, we can effec¬
tively inject our libertarian memes
into both the left and right world

views. By doing this, we broaden our
ability to communicate with people
who might otherwise see us as being
"one of them" rather than "one
of us."

When in the ring and fighting the
good fight, do not deny yourself a
good left hook.

■ About the author: Perry De-
Havilland is a British libertarian. A

longer version of this essay appeared
in the Libertarian Alliance's Tactical
Notes No. 29.

PreemptiveWar
Military Occupation
Imperialist Ambition

Are Neither libertarian Nor American
().$. Out of Iraq, Afghanistan, Korea, etc.
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How to change people's minds
by using cognitive dissonance
Would you like to changepeople's minds about poli¬

tics? Well, you can't.
You can't because only that per¬

son can change his or her own mind.
But you can help them get to that
point, and I'll tell you how.

First, let's look at how "changing
one's mind" really works. We are a
thinking species — as we move
through life, we build mental models
describing how the world functions.
We make models for everything, from
how a business meeting should go to
what the role of public school is, and
we expect the world will generally
stay within our model's expectations.

When we encounter unexpected
concepts or behavior, we might have
to adjust our model.

We don't like changing models
because that takes mental effort, so

we try to make small adjustments or
ignore the problem. But when unex¬
pected concepts persist and our model
doesn't accurately describe our world,
we must eventually scrap the model
and make a new one — and that's
when we change our mind.

To induce someone to change their
mind, we present concepts that don't
fit their model but won't go away.
When faced with a reality that won't

reconcile with
our assump¬
tions, our first
defense is to

ignore or dis¬
miss the offending contradiction.

Skilled debaters highlight the
mental conflict, producing what is
called "cognitive dissonance," by jux¬
taposing two concepts that are both
true but can't exist under the
listener's assumptions. This "short
sharp shock" rattles around in the
listener's head, refusing to go away,
until they reconsider their views.

Something must give, so their
model crumbles and they must build
a new one.

The Pink Pistols
For a great example of cognitive

dissonance, consider the Pink Pistols
(www.pinkpistols.org), the national
gay-friendly shooting group started
by Libertarian activist Doug Krick.

Those who had grown comfortable
pigeonholing gun owners as knuckle¬
dragging homophobic misanthropes
could not reconcile their stereotype
with the reality of an organized group
of shooters from sexual minorities.
Instead, many had to rethink their
views on gun ownership.

On many political issues, from the
drug war to Social Security to the en¬
vironment, Libertarian positions
contrast dramatically with conven¬
tional wisdom, and these issues pro¬
vide great opportunities to challenge
your listener's assumptions.

When using cognitive dissonance,
remember to distill your message
down to the simplest, clearest
thought that conflicts with the
listener's ingrained expectations. You
won't change your listener's mind all
at once, so don't get into minutiae
— drop your mind bomb, then dis¬
engage and wait for it to work.

Don't expect immediate results,
and be prepared to smile through a
dismissive rebuke. If your listener
later returns with cautious questions,
be prepared to feed them a bit more
and let them digest it.

You can't change someone else's
mind, but you can often help them
change it themselves. So go shake up
some minds!

■ About the author: Massachusetts
Libertarian David Rostcheck is the ex¬

ecutive director ofNorth Bridge Train¬
ing, a training company. This essay is
reprinted from the August 2002 issue
of Massachusetts Liberty.

By David
Rostcheck
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Should the party raise
its membership dues?
In each of the past three National Committee meetings, we'vediscussed and debated the issue of membership dues.

I recently received an email excoriating us on the National
Committee for raising the membership dues. Sorry, you'll have

to find another reason to excoriate us, because we haven't raised the
membership dues — we've only discussed it.

This is understandably a touchy issue for many members. There are
a significant number of members that seem to favor raising the dues
to a higher level. The arguments are many, and the justifications for
doing so are quite strong. The number one justification to me is that
we haven't raised membership dues for a very long time, yet our costs
for just about everything, from paper to staff to rent to postage, have
climbed steadily since our last increase.

Additionally, when most states joined the Unified Membership
Program (UMP), the net cost of membership in both the state and
national parties actually went down significantly (for those members
who joined both parties). Moving to UMP actually created a reduction
in membership dues to most of our membership.

On the other side of the issue, there is also a very large contingent
of members who either feel we should leave the membership dues
right where they are, or even reduce the membership dues amount in
order to reduce a perceived obstacle to increasing our membership.

We have received motions from the executive committees of several
states requesting or endorsing a dues increase, and similar motions
standing in opposition. What else should we expect from Libertarians?

We have not rushed into a decision on this
issue. I wouldn't even say the National
Committee is leaning one way or the other.
We're gathering more information in order to
not rush into a decision, and to calmly weigh
the benefits and costs of a change to our
membership dues.

An independent survey of our basic
members has been conducted, and we have
established the "elasticity" of our membership
base. We know that if we raise membership
dues by a certain amount, we'll see a net
reduction in members of a certain percentage.
From this we can determine if there is a

financial net benefit in making such a change.
However, the decision is really not just an

equation. If we were a business, we could raise
our prices to increase our gross, while losing part of our customer
base. That would be a simple decision. But we're not a business —

we're a political party. The cost to us of a decrease in membership has
ramifications far beyond the bottom line.

Likewise, a large increase in members at a reduced membership
price would certainly enhance our membership numbers, but could
have a very negative effect upon our bottom line. To lose money on
every member can hardly be made up by an increase in volume.

Additionally, any change in membership dues, up or down, has a
resultant cost in terms of effecting the change. All of our UMP
contracts are predicated upon a $25 per year basic membership price,
and would have to be renegotiated. We could hardly institute a change
in the membership dues that put more money into the national LP's
coffers while reducing the amount shared with the state affiliates.
That would not be right.

We also have to consider the cost of changing all of our literature
to whatever new price would be established. This cost would include
not only changing the literature, but also using up old literature, and
possibly even destroying excess inventory that carried the old
membership amount. Even with the best planning, we're likely to have
many pieces of literature out there that carry the old price. Do we
honor that price in the future or not? And let's not forget that every
affiliate carries this same price on all of its literature.

There are many more factors that we're considering, and we will
not rush into any change.

I think it's totally appropriate for the National Committee to
consider membership dues changes — that's what market driven
organizations do. I think it's our job. How we will decide is still up in
the air.

What is not up in the air is this: we're striving to further reduce
our costs at the national level, and to maximize the value that each
and every member receives for their membership. That is a move that I
hope no one objects to.

By Geoffrey
Neale

NATIONAL CHAIR

Six 'victimless crime' laws that
should be immediately repealed
EDITOR’S NOTE: How can Lib¬
ertarianism solve America's prob¬
lems? Each issue, LP News will
showcase how "Libertarian Solu¬
tions" — or interim steps in a more
libertarian direction — can help
improve our nation.

Libertarian
SOLUTIONS
nals" — and you begin to understand
why so many murderers walk free.

By Bill Winter if the United States is serious
...f.f.F.1?.™?. about defending innocent people

from vicious and avaricious criminals,
a good first step would be to stop
wasting police resources on crimes
where there is no victim.

There are hundreds of such crimes
that should be abolished — ranging
from prostitution to mandated mo¬

torcycle helmets. However, in the in¬
terest of dealing with a manageable
number, here are six that Libertar¬

ians could start with:

There's a crime being commit¬ted in America.
It's not murder — al¬

though one murder is commit¬
ted every 33.9 minutes, according to
the FBI's Uniform Crime Report.

It's not rape — although one forc¬
ible rape occurs every 5.8 minutes.

No, the real crime is that so many
of those murderers and rapists get
away with their crimes.

According to FBI figures for
2001, only 62.4% of murders
were "cleared" — that is,
a suspect was arrested ^
and charged with
the crime. And

only 44.3% of !" ik
forcible rapes
were cleared.

But that's the "good
news. The bad new is that
the clearance rate for other
crimes is even lower.

For example, if your car is stolen,
there's only a 13.6% chance that the
police will make an arrest. If some¬
one breaks into your house, there's
only a 12.7% chance that the bur¬
glar will face charges.

Overall, for the crimes against
persons and property the FBI tracks
in its Uniform Crime Report, the an¬
nual clearance rate is an astonish¬

ingly low 19.6%.
Which means that, for a typical

criminal, there's an 80% chance that
he will never be caught for any indi¬
vidual act of violence or theft.

Why is the clearance rate so low?
One explanation is that police

spend so much time arresting people
for victimless crimes.

Half the arrests

According to Peter McWilliams in
Ain'tNobody's Business If You Do, the
standard reference on the subject,
"Roughly half of the arrests and court
cases in the United States each year
involve consensual crimes — actions
that are against the law, but directly
harm no one's person or property,
except, possibly, the 'criminal's.' "

McWilliams estimates that about
4 million Americans are arrested
each year for what he calls "con¬
sensual crimes." In addition, about
750,000 people are serving time
in jail for victimless crimes, and an¬
other 3 million are on probation or
parole.

Add up the number of police,
court-appointed lawyers, judges, cor¬
rectional officers, and probation of¬
ficers needed to investigate, arrest,
book, arraign, bring to trial, defend,
imprison, and monitor such "crimi-

Most state
governments arrest

people for engaging
in the J

kind of gambling.

were they looking for? Terrorists?
Child molesters? Serial killers?

Nope. People who weren't wear¬

ing seatbelts.
It was the National Highway Traf¬

fic Safety Administration's "Click It
or Ticket" project. Over the weekend,
police issued 425,000 citations for
seatbelt violations.

No longer just a matter of personal
choice, not wearing a seatbelt is now
against the law in 49 states. (Only
New Hampshire is the exception.) In
18 states, you can be pulled over for
not buckling up; in another 31 states,
it's a "secondary" offense.

The problem with such laws, ac¬

cording to the Independence Insti¬
tute (February 10, 1999), is that "no
jurisdiction that has passed a seatbelt
law has shown evidence of a reduc¬
tion in road accident deaths" — per¬
haps, in part, because belted drivers

feel safer, and so they drive more
recklessly.

Even worse, "making
seat belt laws a primary
offense gives unscrupu¬

lous police officers a pre¬
text to pull over minorities,

young people, people with
pro-gun bumper stickers, or

any other type of person the
police officermay not like," noted

the Independence Institute.
Wearing seatbelts is good sense.

But it should be your decision — not
the business of 11,300 law enforce¬
ment agencies.

■ Abolish laws requiring adults
to wear seatbelts.

Over the Memorial Day weekend
(May 24-26, 2003), one of the larg¬
est law enforcement efforts in Ameri¬
can history took place: In 29 states,
11,300 law enforcement agencies set
up 18,000 random roadblocks.

What kind of dangerous criminals
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■ Abolish laws making it a crime
to "scalp" tickets.

In 22 states and dozens of major
Vl/rnnn' cities, there are strict laws against

ticket scalping. In another three
states, there are minor restrictions,
according to The Cato Journal
(Spring/Summer 1995).

Under such laws, it's a crime to
sell a ticket for a sporting or enter¬
tainment event at a price higher than
the face value (or higher than some
arbitrary amount, such as $1 over the
face value).

These laws impose penalties rang¬
ing from a fine of $500 (New York
state) to two years in prison (Penn¬
sylvania, for multiple offenses).

Why is ticket scalping illegal —
since it is a "crime" which involves

nothing more than a willing buyer
and a willing seller?

Politicians say anti-scalping laws
"protect the fans." However, that's
not true, since fans are also buying
the higher-priced scalped tickets.

It would be more fair to say anti¬
scalping laws protect fans with more
time than money (who are willing to
stand in line to purchase tickets),
while discriminating against fans
with more money than time (who are
willing to pay higher prices for the
convenience of scalped tickets).

However, you can make the case
that scalping laws actually "protect
the tax revenue" — that is, they make

See VICTIMLESS Page 22

me
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■ Formula for problems
Thanks for "Saving the environ¬

ment starts with stopping the gov¬
ernment" [Libertarian Solutions, July
2003]. These articles are useful out¬
reach tools because they don't "dis"
liberal or conservative opinion in a
personal way; they simply inform us
of the facts and other, better means
of solution.

After reading many such sensible
articles, I realize that there is a for¬
mula for perceived "problems" in
American life: x + G = x£ + G£ (y +
T) - F.

"X" is any perceived "problem,"
and any libertarian knows what the
big "G" stands for (government.) So
add government involvement (G) to
virtually any problem (x) and you get
(drum roll here) more of the problem
(x£) coupled with the seeming ne¬
cessity for more government inter¬
vention (GJ), multiplied by addi¬
tional problems "y," plus higher
(T)axes and erosion of (F)reedoms.

You can plug anything into this
equation: drugs, public education,
pollution, discrimination, gambling,
pornography, etc.

Oddly enough, even though I
possses the ability to think logically
and communicate clearly, in some
states I must have the public school
board determine whether I'm giving
my homeschooled children a good
education. That is, equivalent to that
of government schools — I could
never do that in good conscience!!
— Retta Fontana

Rochester, Michigan

■ Education reality
As a longtime reading teacher edu¬

cator, I am at odds with Barry
Loberfeld's explanation of "Why com-

“WlflLE CHRISTIAN

societies in Western

Europe were

suppressing reason,

Islamic societies

were making great

scientific advances "

pulsory education is a contradiction
of realities" [The Forum, July 2003].
The insufferable "realities" to which
Loberfeld refers are not unalterable,
his contention to the contrary not¬
withstanding.

That is because it now is scien¬

tifically well-established that antiso¬
cial behavior by an adolescent stu¬
dent, who typically refuses "to play
his part in the [present-day govern¬
ment school] educational equation,"
has been created by years of mis-
education. This instructional malfea¬
sance by teachers begins when chil¬
dren are in grades K-3.

During those years a large major¬
ity of children face such an ineffec¬
tive form of reading instruction that
it is destined to deny them full op¬
portunity to learn to read profi¬
ciently. As a consequence, in 2002
only 31% of the nation's white
fourth-graders could read at that
level. This figure drops to 12% for
black students. (See National Assess¬
ment of Educational Progress data.)

Loberfeld is shocked that a teen¬

ager in his class announced "that she
wasn't 'going to do this anymore.' " I

submit it was not compulsory educa¬
tion that brought on this contrary
outburst. It was a rational rebellion

against the indignity of not being
taught to read in the most time-ef¬
fective manner available.
— Patrick Groff

San Diego, California

■ Commendation?
Sure, Judge Breyer deserves a com¬

mendation ... as much as a mugger
who knocks you down and takes your
wallet, but refrains from kicking you
in the kidney as he leaves! [The Is¬
sues, "LP commends judge for one-
day sentence," July 2003.]

Do try to remember that while
[California medical marijuana patient
Ed] Rosenthal only got one day in
jail, aside from time already served,
he also got a substantial fine, and is
now a convicted felon, deprived of
many civil liberties for the rest of his
life. No small thing, one would think,
in the view of Libertarians.
— Brett Bellmore

Capac, Michigan

■ Western values?
Regarding Elan Journo's article in

the June LP News, "What Iraq needs
is Western values" [The Forum]: Why
use the term "Western values" just
because the most recent great wave
of progress in applying reason came
from Western Europe?

While Christian societies in West¬
ern Europe were suppressing reason
in the Middle Ages, Islamic societies
were making great scientific ad¬
vances. The criticisms in the article
about Islam today could just as eas¬
ily apply to Christianity in the West
in the Middle Ages (and to some

See MAILBOX Page 20

The SARS solution?

Where does liberty stop and the right of a person to spreada potentially deadly disease start?
At what point — if any — is government required to

step in and help handle a "public health" crisis like SARS
(Sudden Acute Respiratory Syndrome)?

Is an epidemic best handled by a federal government? State
governments? Local governments? Or by private medical organizations?

These were the kinds of questions that LP News readers wrestled
with as they responded to this month's unscientific Pulse question —
"What, if anything, would a Libertarian government do to handle a
potentially lethal SARS epidemic?"

As befitting a complicated question, the answers were frequently
nuanced and lengthy — and difficult to summarize.

That said, LP News readers' responses fell into three categories:
■ 42.1% suggested that government had zero role in handling

public health emergencies.
■ 36.8% said government had some role, although they disagreed

over what that role should be, and which branch of government should
be involved.

■ 15.8% said government had a major role in dealing with
infectious diseases — including, sometimes, the power to quarantine
people infected with a contagious, deadly illness.

Another 3.7% gave ambiguous answers.
Here's a representative cross-section of the responses:

■ I would much rather take a chance with SARS, or some other
epidemic, than be subjected to a paranoid, overreacting government
quarantine, evacuation, martial law, or some other devastating
intrusion we might not even imagine. This is just one more thing
government should not do. The real danger is not SARS, but an
outbreak of "Governmentitis."

— JOHN MARTIN, Los Angeles, California

■ Libertarian government must advance personal responsibility. SARS-
afflicted persons enjoy no right to expose or to contaminate others, or
to impugn involuntary taxpayers to subsidize them. Responsible SARS
people voluntarily remove themselves from all public places and
people, at their own cost, or government must quarantine those
behaving irresponsibly.
— Christina Groth, Hobbs, New Mexico

■ It would be more accurate to ask, "What would a libertarian gov¬
ernment have already done before SARS arrived?" A libertarian govern¬
ment would have already eliminated government subsidization and
control of medical research. It would have dismantled the FDA by now,
which would have already allowed alternative technologies to emerge
that previously could not have emerged, from the grassroots level.

— WALT THIESSEN, Hardy, Virginia

■ During an epidemic a Libertarian government should work to protect
the public from fraudulent scams that would be facilitated by a panic.
By the same token, a free press should be maintained to distribute all
available information. As this information worsens and the fear level
rises, people will isolate themselves, causing the epidemic to burn
itself out. Also, a free market in medical research would provide the
best opportunity to develop cures for future epidemics.

— BRET DOERR, Traverse City, Michigan

■ If the epidemic happened during the changeover from the current
Democratic/Republican socialist system to a Libertarian society, then
existing government health agencies could be retained while encourag¬
ing unregulated free-market health organizations to join in. If the
epidemic happens, say two to five years after all taxes, regulations, and
government agencies are eliminated, then free-market health organi¬
zations will be large enough and capitalized enough to handle said
epidemic 100%, in which case the LP government would do nothing.

— John R. Boyd, Reno, Nevada

■ I fail to see how a Libertarian response to SARS would be any
different from the current scientific response that is controlling the
epidemic. Just as we don't allow people to drive drunk, we won't allow
people infected with a deadly virus to spread it uncontrolled. Some
aspects of public health have been legitimate governmental functions.
— DOUGLAS E. MCNEIL, Baltimore, Maryland

■ Article I Sec. 8 of the Constitution: "The Congress shall have Power
to lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts, and Excises, to pay the Debts
and provide for the common Defense and general Welfare of the United
States." A SARS epidemic is certainly a call to our self-defense, and

See THE PULSE Page 20
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Continued from Page 19
the government would have the right to build a temporary medical
infrastructure aimed at defeating this disease until a vaccine or cure is
found. This is not advocacy for big government but rather a limited
government using its Constitutional right to provide common defense.

— Paul Ottaviano, Seal Beach, California

■ Do nothing.
— David Powell, Yanceyville, North Carolina

■ Weren't less intrusive governments (like Canada) better at contain¬
ing SARS than more intrusive ones (like Red China)? I'm not claiming
Canada is a Libertarian paradise, but I'd move to Toronto before Beijing.

— WILLIAM Berry, New Bedford, Massachusetts

■ Except for getting the hell out of the way, I would expect any
government calling itself "Libertarian" to do nothing. The free market
is the solution, no matter what the problem is. When I'm sick, I don't
call the government, I call my doctor. When he gives me a prescrip¬
tion, he calls the pharmacist. When she orders drugs she calls the
pharmaceutical companies, who in turn is supplied by researchers.
There is no proper place for the government in this chain of events.

— Retta Fontana, Rochester, Michigan
■ SARS's death rate is 20 times higher for old people than young
people. Maybe it was designed by the Health Department to solve the
Medicare and Social Security problems. Libertarian position? It is a
state problem, so there will be at least 50 positions.
— Bill Wald, Everett, Washington

Oct. Question: Support the Fairfax?

Ask fans of the group Americans for Fair Taxation why theysupport the so-called FairTax — a federal consumption sales
tax — and they quickly rattle off the reasons:

■ The IRS and income tax would be abolished.
■ You'd be able to keep every penny from your paycheck.
■ It's a voluntary tax: The more you purchase, the more you pay

in taxes; the less you buy, the less you pay in taxes.
Under the FairTax proposal, the federal government would levy a

23% tax on all goods and services. This new national sales would
replace the income tax, Social Security FICA taxes, and Medicare taxes.

(The small print: Used goods and business purchases would not be
taxed. To ease the tax's burden on the poor, the federal government
would send a monthly rebate check to cover the 23% consumption tax
spent on necessities, up to the federal poverty level.)

While the FairTax would be revenue neutral (and thus wouldn't
save you money), supporters say it would offer a big improvement
over today's tax system since it would be less intrusive and invasive
than the IRS. While not a perfect solution, it represents a step in a
libertarian direction, they say. So, our question (suggested by Jerry
Dixon, Santee, California): Should the LP support the FairTax?

■ QUESTION: Should the Libertarian Party support the FairTax
as a way to eliminate the IRS and income tax, and to make taxes
simpler and more fair? (Please keep answers to 100 words or less.)

■ Deadline: September 8, 2003

Sept. Question: New Amendment?

The U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights are pretty impressivedocuments. They pioneered the concept of limited government
and laid out a whole list of inalienable rights that government

cannot curtail. But here's the problem: When it comes to actually
curbing the growth of government, the Constitution stinks. And when
it comes to protecting individual liberty, the Bill of Rights is leakier
than a bucket of swiss cheese. After 200+ years, it's time for an
upgrade. So here's the challenge for clever Libertarians (suggested by
Richard D. Fuerle, Grand Island, New York): If you could write one
Constitutional amendment that would be effective at really curbing
the growth of government — and hog-tying the big-government
schemes of power-hungry politicians — what would it be? And, oh
yeah: It has to be an amendment that has some chance of passing.

■ QUESTION: What Constitutional amendment could you write
that would: 1) Promote liberty and: 2) Have a good chance of
passing? (Please keep answers to 100 words or less.)

■ DEADLINE: August 8, 2003

ENTRY GUIDELINES: Include your name and your city/state;
anonymous answers won't be tallied! Enter just once per month.
■ E-mail: Editor@hq.LP.org. (Put "Pulse" in subject line.)
■ Fax: (202) 333-0072 (Attn: The Pulse).
■ Mail: Bill Winter, Attn: LP News/The Pulse, 1640 Worcester
Road, #330-D, Framingham, MA 01702

QJQmailbox

Continued from Page 19
groups of Christians today). History
shows that humans can modify their
religious beliefs to accommodate
progress.

Instead of attacking a particular
religion and claiming that reason is
a Western (rather than human) value,
wouldn't it be more useful to assist
libertarian Muslims in spreading lib¬
ertarian ideas in Muslim societies?
— KELLY RUSSELL SIMPSON

San Francisco, California

■ 50-state status?
When looking at funding petition

drives to get our presidential candi¬
date on the ballot in all 50 states,
the party needs to look at the whole
picture [The Pulse, July 2003].

The petition drive doesn't just get
our presidential candidate on the
ballot; it is an outreach program, and
it is a drive to tell the government
that we will not let them crush our

spirit.
The petition drive is part of an

advertising program. Petitioners con¬
tact a significant number of citizens
that are registered to vote and they
ask them to help get the Libertarian
Party on the ballot.

This lets citizens know that there
is a third party; there is another
choice. It tells the two controlling
parties that we are willing to fight
for freedom. It tells LP members that
National cares about them.

State affiliates that have oppres¬
sive ballot access laws cannot accom¬
plish the task of collecting enough
signatures on their own. In some

states, to achieve party recognition,
the affiliate needs to collect more sig¬
natures than the presidential candi¬
date.

Without party recognition, Liber¬
tarian candidates will not be able to
run as a Libertarian, and thus lose
the publicity we get by running un¬
der the party banner.

This publicity is always worth
more than the cost of a petition
drive. Imagine 100,000 people hear¬
ing the word Libertarian during the
drive; imagine 1 million hearing the
word Libertarian during election sea¬
son.

We need to remember that history
shows when candidates do not run,
the parties become extinct. We need
to ask ourselves: Do we want the LP
to become extinct in the states with

oppressive ballot access rules?
— Richard prawdzienski

Edmond, Oklahoma

■ 50 states is essential
The world is run by those who

show up. In the context of politics,
the most visible and meaningful place
to "show up" is on the ballot. After
being fully present and accounted for
in 1992, 1996, and 2000, it would be
a great mistake to go AWOL in 2004.

In recent years we have seen the
rise and fall of the Reform Party, the
Natural Law Party, the Southern
Party, and the U.S. Taxpayer's/Con¬
stitution Party. These organizations
still exist, but continue to grow
weaker. The Green Party seems to

“Failure to seek

50-state status

would be seen as

proof that the LP is
weak; ineffective,

and destined for the
ash heap of history

have troubled times ahead, since they
don't appear to have a celebrity can¬
didate for the next presidential elec¬
tion. In fact, they may not run any¬
one at all.

The only alternative to the two
major parties that appears to have
staying power is the LP. After achiev¬
ing historic numbers of candidates
for Congress the past two election
cycles, after more than a decade of
having a candidate on every ballot
for the highest office in the land,
do we really want to abandon 50-state
status, the very thing that most
readily separates us from the failed
parties?

Petitioning for ballot access is
expensive. But everything about poli¬
tics is expensive. The assumption that
more can be gained by putting our
resources toward local campaigns and
foregoing 50-state status is faulty.
Donors will give money to what they
believe will be effective. They will
fund ballot access or fund local cam¬

paigns as they see fit. But if 50-state
status is not attempted, overall do¬
nations will decrease because those
who favor that goal will be less moti¬
vated to contribute, while those who
want to fund local campaigns will do
so anyway.

However, there will almost cer¬

tainly be fewer campaigns in states
without access, driving down the
amount of resources drawn to the LP.

Further, the appearance of dimin¬
ished effectiveness due to a failure
to achieve nationwide ballot status
will result in some degree of demor¬
alization throughout the entire LP.

j Make Your! Voice Heard!
LP News welcomes letters.
Send correspondence to:

E-mail: Editor@hq.LP.org.
| Fax: (202) 333-0072

(Attn: LP News).
■ Mail: Bill Winter, Attn: LP News,

1640 Worcester Road, #330-D,
Framingham, MA 01702
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And as Richard Winger of Ballot
Access News pointed out, great gains
in reducing barriers to ballot access
have been accomplished in the last
20 years because of the continual
robust presence of the LP on electoral
ballots.

Failure to seek 50-state status
would be seen by many as proof that
the LP is weak, ineffective, and des¬
tined for the ash heap of history. If
we want to continue to be the only
consistent alternative to the Repub¬
lican/Democrat duopoly, a position
on every ballot for our country's only
nationwide race is essential.
— Chris Powell

Chairman, Oklahoma LP
Bethany, Oklahoma

■ Stupid laws
As a longtime Libertarian, I

present the following idea:
Any legislator who votes for a law

that proves to be unconstitutional
would be removed from office, and
not be allowed to return to public
service.

Think how stupid laws would be
affected!
— JACK C. MCEWEN

Saint Petersburg, Florida

■ Twain or Tucker?
One of the quotes you had attrib¬

uted to Samuel Langhorn Clemens
["Eighteen truths about govern¬
ment," The Forum, July 2003] is in¬
correct. the proper citation is:

"No man's life, liberty, or property
are safe while the legislature is in
session." Judge Gideon J. Tucker
(1866).

Just a minor quibble, but we do
want to get things right.
— TOM W. GLASER

Miami, Florida

■ Editor's note: A search on Google
came up with 427 attributions of that
quote to Mark Twain. Only 122 sources
cited Judge Gideon J. Tucker as the
originator of that quote. Interestingly,
several of those said the quote was

actually from Anonymous, as "quoted
by Gideon Tucker."

■ Back to the Platform
Thank you to Chairman Geoffrey

Neale for bringing the war debate
back to the party Platform [From the
Chair, "Who decides what is said in
the LFs name?," June 2003].

When I became interested in

learning more about the LP, the first
thing I did was read the Platform. The
Platform is the basis of my interest
in the party.

While pro-war members such as
Walter Bales [The MailBox, June
2003] make valid points on the "con¬
cept of war" with the "radical Islamic
fundamentalist terrorists," we stray
from the fundamental Libertarian
question: Why are those fundamen¬
talists attacking the US and our

people in the first place? Is it really
because they don't like us, our way
of life, or our religion (as many say),
or is it because we infiltrate, occupy,
and control dozens of countries, es¬

pecially theirs, with our CIA, military,
and State Department? (To support
oil and/or be the policeman of the
world.)

See THE MAILBOX Page 21
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I believe the objective of the LP

Platform is to advocate a noninter¬
ventionist policy that would theoreti¬
cally eliminate the terrorists' inter¬
est in the United States in the first
place. Should we, as a party, advo¬
cate reaction and retaliation, or
should we advocate a system that
would prevent the problem in the first
place? Is it the IP's job to solve or
support the problems that the
Republicrats caused?

While we should support our
troops to avoid the antiwar stigma
imposed on Vietnam vets, i would
submit that support for this war is
not the LFs debate.

As Neale points out, the LP should
stick to our Platform. It's times like
these that members should read the
Platform and decide if this is the

party that supports your principles.
Maybe you're really a Republican who
has a few differences with that party.

Personally, I joined the LP due to
the Platform, and I would not want
to waver from those principles for an
emotional involvement in a two-gen-
erational Bush new world order.
— DEAN WEST

Milton, Washington

■ 1776 in Iraq?
Our president's statement on July

4th that the spirit of 1776 still ech¬
oes around the world, sounded like a

typical Bush bombastic faux pas.
However, in retrospect, he did make
sense. The spirit of 1776 embodied
the desire of people to throw off the
yoke of tyranny and suppression by
an occupying power. Is this not what
the Iraqi people are trying to do?

The British had committed none

of the transgressions in colonial
America that we have in Iraq. They
were not invading the homes of the
common people, commandeering
their possessions and shooting
women and children; they had not
turned large areas of this country into
rubble; they had not scattered clus¬
ter bombs and radioactive waste on

our cities; nor had they destroyed this
country's infrastructure or attempted
to commandeer our resources to re¬

imburse their chosen contractors to

"rebuild" at exorbitant cost. Their

only oppression was to attempt to
recoup their expenses for the Seven-
Year War by taxing Americans.

Mr. Bush should learn a lesson
from 1776 — it is impossible to im¬
pose your will on people, thousands
of miles away, who only want their
freedom and are willing to die for it.
— Charles Prendergast

Los Angeles, California

■ Atheism and Stalin
Does God have anything to do

with freedom?

Beginner’s
Introduction

"It's the best for new libertarians!"
- KEN SCHOOLAND

Send $6.95 (includes postage) to:
SIL, Box 10224, Rochester NY 14610

Barry Rowe and Herb Gassman
[The MailBox, July 2003] may doubt
it, and they're heartily welcome in
the party and in the USA, but they
prefer evangelical Christian George
Bush's government to atheist Kim
Jong Il's government (so do I, of
course).

Worldwide, atheistical and Islamic
governments are tyrannies; govern¬
ments with Christian influence afford

much more freedom. Consider semi-
Christian culture as a source of free¬
dom. Neither Saudi Arabia nor North
Korea would tolerate Rowe and
Gassman.

At the personal level, isn't it fair
to say that the Christian gospels por¬
tray Jesus as a free man in the face
of His unfree world?

At the theological level, interper¬
sonal love is built right into the Chris¬
tian Trinity: God the Father loves God
the Son loves God the Holy Ghost. So
Christian countries feature productive
relationships.

Allah is (1) fictitious, and (2)
unitary — simply one, all alone —

so Muslim countries feature mono¬

lithic, arbitrary government: One Al¬
lah, one ayatollah.

Atheism and paganism are dog-
eat-dog. Some dogs are nice, and
some (especially top dogs like Stalin)
are exceedingly nasty, but peace and
love are not built into the center of
the system as they are in Christian¬
ity.

As to details, the Bible advises a

tax rate below 10% and calls eminent
domain into question (I Samuel 8);

it gives government the purpose of,
one could say, protecting liberties (I
Timothy 2); it gives government the
job mainly of terrorizing evildoers
(Romans 13) — not schools, parks,
health insurance, welfare, etc.

Of course people and governments
live by assorted compromises, not
simply by built-in tendencies.

It's a good thing most atheists
don't live down to Stalin, and it's
too bad Christians don't live up to
Jesus.
— ANDREW LOHR

Chattanooga, Tennessee
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2003 Gun Rights Policy Conlerence

Sponsored by the Citizens Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms
and the Second Amendment Foundation

Come meet national gun rights leaders and your fellow grassroots activists at the 18th Annual Gun
Rights Policy Conference (GRPC 2003) in Houston Texas. This is your once-a-year chance to network
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Repealing victimless crime laws

■ Not wearing a seatbelt is a criminal violation in 49 states. (Only
New Hampshire is the exception.) In 18 states, you can be pulled over
for not buckling up; in another 31 states, it's a "secondary" offense

Continued from Page 18
it illegal to sell high-priced tickets
for which the government doesn't get
its cut.

New York Attorney General Eliot
Spitzer admitted as much in a 1999

report. Defending scalping laws, he
wrote: "Ticket scalping is sometimes
referred to as a 'victimless' crime. To
the contrary, the victims [are] the
fans ... and the State of New York,
which loses ... tax revenues."

However, greedy politicians aside,
fighting ticket scalping is a losing
game, especially since the Internet
has made it easier than ever to resell
tickets. Politicians should acknowl¬

edge reality — and allow ticket en¬
trepreneurship to flourish legally.

■ Abolish laws against private
sexual activity between consent¬
ing adults.

In June 2003, the Supreme Court
ruled that a Texas law prohibiting
.sodomy was unconstitutional. That
law had made it a crime for homo¬
sexuals to engage in certain sexual
acts. As a result, similar laws in more

than a dozen states are almost cer¬

tain to be repealed.
However, that won't solve the

USA's sex problem. According to Ain't
Nobody's Business If You Do:
• In 10 states, fornication (sex

between unmarried adults) is illegal.
• In 27 states, adultery is against

the law, with punishments ranging
from a $10 fine to life in prison.
• In 10 states, cohabitation (un¬

married adults living in the same resi¬
dence) is illegal.

Fortunately, relatively few Ameri¬
cans are punished under these laws.
But the fact that such statutes exist
at all has a chilling effect on Ameri¬
cans, and gives police the power to

arbitrarily threaten, harass, and ar¬
rest individuals.

When it comes to consensual, pri¬
vate, adult sexual activity, it's time
to put the "sex police" out of busi¬
ness, once and for all.

■ Abolish "blue" laws.
On May 25, 2003, New York city

residents were able to do something
that had been illegal for 300 years:
Purchase liquor on a Sunday.

The state had just repealed its blue
laws, which made selling booze on
the "Lord's Day" a crime.

Blue laws originated in Puritani¬
cal New England in the 17th century.
Designed to protect the sanctity of
the Sabbath Day, they were named
after the blue paper on which they
were printed.

Today, such laws are in retreat. In
1900, every state banned the Sun¬
day sale of liquor; today only 24 do,
according to the Distilled Spirits
Council of the United States.

However, a crazy patchwork quilt
of blue laws still remain, regulating

a wide variety of business and non¬
commercial activity:
• In Texas, it is illegal for car

dealerships to be open on consecu¬
tive Saturdays and Sundays.
• In Alabama, it is illegal to go

hunting on Sunday.
• In York, South Carolina, stores

like Wal-Mart can sell groceries on
Sunday morning, but can't sell cloth¬
ing until 1:30 p.m.

While legal challenges have been
filed against blue laws, the Supreme
Court has upheld them.

For example, wrote Dave Roland
for the First Amendment Center, in
McGowan v. Maryland (1961), the
court ruled that such laws are allowed
if they promote the "health, safety,
and welfare of the public."

Here's an idea: Let individuals and
businesses decide what's best for their
health, safety, and welfare.

The Oracle newspaper (University
of South Florida, January 5, 1997)
said it best: "Blue laws are silly and
serve no purpose. They should sim¬
ply be eliminated."
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RI6HTNOW
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■ Abolish laws that make
marijuana illegal.

Police love marijuana laws. How
else to explain the fact that in 2000,
police arrested more people for puff¬
ing the weed than they arrested for
murder, rape, robbery, or aggravated
assault (646,000 for marijuana; only
625,243 for violent crimes.)

As a result, America's jails and
prisons are filling up at an unprec¬
edented rate.

"Today there are far more people
in federal prison for marijuana crimes
than for violent crimes," wrote Eric
Schlosser in Reefer Madness, a book
about America's black markets.

Worst of all, many of these "crimi¬
nals" are sick people. Schlosser, writ¬
ing in The Atlantic (April 1997) noted:
"Paraplegics, cancer patients, epilep¬
tics, people with AIDS, and people
suffering from multiple sclerosis have
in recent years been imprisoned for
using marijuana as medicine."

What kind of sentences are people
serving? "The laws of at least 15
states now require life sentences for
certain nonviolent marijuana of¬
fenses," wrote Schlosser. "In Mon¬
tana, a life sentence can be imposed
for growing a single marijuana plant
or selling a single joint."

Despite this, America's marijuana
habit shows no sign of going up in
smoke. According to Schlosser, mari¬
juana may be America's largest cash
crop, with a cash value of "up to $25
billion." (In 2001, "the value of the
nation's largest legal cash crop, corn,
was roughly $19 billion.")

The government now spends $4
billion a year to fight marijuana — a
drug that has never been proven to
cause a single death. As long as a
single murder remains unsolved, there
are better ways to spend that money.

■ Abolish laws against gambling.
In 31 states and DC, state gov¬

ernments sponsor legal gambling —

either lotteries that are heavily pro¬
moted on television, or ubiquitous
scratch-and-win lottery cards sold.

Despite their role as the nation's
leading promoters of wagering, most
states are equally active in arresting
people for engaging in the "wrong"
kind of gambling.

Over the last few years, for ex¬

ample, police have arrested people for
video poker (Georgia), sports gam¬

bling (New Jersey), numbers games
(Ohio), dice games (Illinois), slot ma¬
chines (Mississippi), poker games
(Texas) — and even illegal bingo
(South Carolina).

Two-thirds of Americans have

gambled, according to the Federal
Commission on the Review of the Na¬
tional Policy Toward Gambling. And
many are placing unlawful bets; fully
25% of American men plan to place
an illegal bet on the next Super Bowl,
reported Psychology Today.

For some people, gambling can be
a problem that leads to financial ruin
and despair. But for most Americans,
"gambling is simply a matter of fun,
a voluntary and harmless pursuit that
many find rewarding. In moderation,
it is neither less wholesome nor less
rational than other sources of enter¬
tainment," wrote Guy Calvert (Cato
Policy Analysis, June 18, 1999).

Given this, politicians' efforts to
stamp out wagering is a losing hand;
it's time for them to fold it.

Conclusion
Different victimless crime laws are

passed for different reasons.
Some are designed to keep you

from doing something that may be
damaging to your finances (gam¬
bling) or harmful to your health
(drugs, seatbelts). Some are intended
to keep you from doing things that
are "immoral" (consensual sex). Some
are meant to keep you from engag¬
ing in taboo acts of commerce (scalp¬
ing tickets, blue laws).

However, all these illegal activi¬
ties have three things in common:

First, they directly harm no one

except, sometimes, the person en¬
gaged in the "crime."

Second, they are an affront to
America's heritage of freedom. As
Peter McWilliams wrote: "The Ameri¬
can dream is that we are free to live
our lives as we see fit, providing we
do not physically harm the person or
property of others."

And third, they drain valuable law
enforcement resources away from real
crimes — and make it possible for
37.6% of American murderers to still
walk the streets and for 65.6% of rap¬
ists to be free to rape again.

For all these reasons, victimless
crimes laws should be repealed. The
fact that politicians refuse to do so
is the real crime.

XQCOMING

■ November 1, 2003
New Hampshire LP Convention, Highlander Inn, Manchester.
Speakers include Craig Benson (governor, New Hampshire) and Richard
Boddie (president, The Motivators). For information, call: (800) 559-
LPNH. Or write: LPNH, P.0. Box 5293, Manchester, NH 03108.

■ November 6-9, 2003
Freedom Fest 2003, Bally's and Paris, Las Vegas. Sponsored by Mark
Skousen and Holland World Seminars. Speakers TBA. For information,
visit: www.freedomfest2003.com/.

■ March 12-14, 2004
California LP Convention, San Jose DoubleTree Hotel, San Jose.
Speakers TBA. For information, e-mail: mark@garlic.com. Or visit:
www.ca.LP.org.

■ May 27-31, 2004
Libertarian Presidential Nominating Convention, Marriott Atlanta
Marquis Hotel, Atlanta, Georgia. Speakers TBA. Questions, comments,
suggestions, e-mail: convention@hq.LP.org.
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Attention Libertarians!
Order your

I ^CAPITA
-T-Shirts -Coffee Mugs -Bumper Stickers

Online at:
WWW.CAFEPRESS.COM/DEFTOONS

Shamelessly show your love of the greatest economic system
in the world and order today!

www.deftoons.cjb.net

DON’T FEED the Hand that BITES YOU!

Libertarians denounce government up, down and sideways
for its multi-faceted devastation of freedom. Rightly so.

But we also pay it $300,000,000 a year without legal need.
That’s hypocritical, as well as horribly expensive.

You can learn to end the hypocrisy — and your large part of
that expense — using a method well proven in practice for

over a decade and designed by a prominent LPer.

www.iolsos.com/feed

Visit www.badge-of-freedom.com

Life, Liberty, Property
That was the credo of the Age of Reason

and The American Revolution.

Wear or display this inspiring symbol of classical Liberalism
portraying an American Revolutionary Soldier.

* 3/4" pewter lapel pins
$6.00 each, or 3 for $12.00.

* 1 1/2" pewter convention badges
red, white & blue ribbon or sea green
$11.00 each, or 3 for $27.00 (any combo).

* 4" bumper sticker or
3" static cling window sticker
$2.50 each, or 3 for $5.25.

* Wrist watches, mens/womens
quality electronics - $34.00 each.

PAYMENT:
Send check/money order
payable to:
Badge of Freedom
P.O.Box 1458

Akron, OH 44309
FREE SHIPPING!!

OHIO RESIDENTS:

Add 5.75% Sales Tax.

VISA
——

Medical Savings Accounts
Cut your health insurance

premiums in half...
Additional tax deductions of 65% for
individuals and 75% for families.

For a free quote, call: Bernard jaffe M.B.A.
1-800-916-5525

In Ohio or Indiana, call 1-877-659-7729
LIC. # 0239474 • FOR CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ONLY

freeze draft
registration.

GO TO

www.DraftResistance.org

LP Flag-$70 • Banner-$55
PIN-S10
DECAL-$2

LPCA SLO Reg. 40
Write: P.0. Box 598

Pismo Beach,
CA 93448

Or order online: www.lpcslo.org/store

BILI OF RIGHTS SHIRT
nalw a statantut unarmmis aaallty iray t-sfelrtwftk rad

“VOID WHIR! PROHIBITED BY LAW”
•vtrtka Bill afklahts la black.

Heavyweight
Pre-Shrunk

100% Cotton t-shirt
Sizes M,L,XL,2X

Order over
the Web at

www.lpwi.org
Order by Mail
Send 16.95 To:

Libertarian Party
PO Box 20815

Greenfield, Wl 53220

or by Phone at
(800)236-9236

Visa Master Card

Legalize
Freedom

LEGALIZE

FREEDOM

TEE-SHIRTS

AND BUMPER

STICKERS!

When it comes to Freedom, silence is neither goldennor wise. Express Yourself. Legalize Freedom Bumper
Stickers: $2.00 each. Legalize Freedom Tee-Shirts: $10.00
each. Sticker: Black lettering on white vinyl. Tee-Shirt: Black
lettering silk-screened onto Hanes 100% Cotton Beefy Tee,
M/Lg/XL. Shipped P.0. Priority Mail: $2.00 postage each
package. Expect 4-6 weeks delivery. Make checks payable
to: Martin Belkin, P.0. Box 350357, Brooklyn, New York 11235

Federal Reserve Facts
www.planetadvertise.com/fednewsltr/

Constitutional? Banking cartel? Government

agency? Serious journalism starts right here.
Join the discussion. A hardcore book covering

all aspects of the FED. $4.00 each.
Checks/Money Orders payable to: FRN Newsletter.

Mail to: F.R.N. Subscription Dept.
1359 Chandler Ave.

Lincoln Park, MI. 48146-2009

LP=Liberty Penguin=Libertarian Party
The Adorable Icebreaker!
Official State LP Mascot

North Carolina • Iowa • Tennessee
Utah • Hawaii • Delaware

Lapel Pins 3 for $10 •

Sweatshirts $25 •

Bumper stickers

T-shirts $12.50

Caps $15
5 for $5

www.libertypenguin.com
or call 1-888-453-4332

The Creative Factory, P.O. Box 368, Bean Station, TN 37708

Politicians Should Sell
Contract Insurance
To Us — Not Tax Us.

Please contact me for a free

prospectus, or my booklet Is $2. Thanks,

Dave Hollist
(909) 980-4198 • constitution@compuserve.com

Libertarian Candidate for President
P.O. Box 1414, Alta Loma, CA 91701-8414

http://i.am/trading

We Represent Over
50 Competitive Vendors.
Competition = Significant Savings for You.
• Long Distance 3.9C
• Internet from $12.50
LOWEST PRICES ON: Phone | DSL
| Internet | Cellular | And More!

EMAIL FOR MORE INFO OR A FREE BILL AUDIT:

support@delmarvadiscounts.com

Save
30-60%
on Your
Bills!

(Mlsaarodiscounts <

Saving you money is OUR job!

Libertarian
Owned
& Operated!

High taxes got you down?
Tired of stupid people?

Want to get away?
Take a fun trip through the looking
glass to the dream carnival of the
unconscious on the other side

Frogg Pond: A Third World Adventure

“Great StOrytelling”-Tacoma Reporter
“A romp that’ll please readers'-Knoxviiie News Sentinel
“Move over Tom Robblns”-rhe independent Signed editions available

Order Today Call 1-888-453-4332
EE3 or visit www.froggpond.com I

COMMUNIST VAMPIRES
"VAMPIRE NATION combines political
dystopia, horror, espionage thriller,
black comedy, even a Boy Meets Girl
story. But surprisingly, all elements
hold together. The binding force is a
single central idea: vampirism as the
ultimate form of communism, in which
blood is redistributed from producers

to parasites. ... Anyone who likes political satire might
find it worth a look." — Prometheus, June 2000.
VAMPIRE NATION available @ Amazon.com
Details: www.CommunistVampires.com
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33info QQcoming

: LP NATIONAL CHAIR
I Geoffrey Neale

j EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
; Joe Seehusen

: POUTICAL DIRECTOR
• Ron Crickenberger
: OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
I Nick Dunbar

j COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR
; George Getz
•

HEADQUARTERS STAFF
; Dollie Parker, M'ship Services
: Dianne Pilcher, Affiliate Services
• Ananda Creager, Admin. Assistant
: Steve Damerell, Political Dept.

j THE LIBERTARIAN PARTY
; 2600 Virginia Ave., NW, Ste 100
Washington, DC 20037

• (202) 333-0008
Fax: (202) 333-0072

; Website: www.LP.org
1 Office hours: 9 am-5 pm ET, M-F
: New Member Info: (800) ELECT-US
! LP NEWS EDITOR
• Bill Winter

• CONTACT LP NEWS
I 1640 Worcester Road, #330-D
• Framingham, MA 01702
: Phone: (508) 820-7340

Fax: Call for fax
• E-mail: Editor@hq.LP.org
! Website: www.LP.org/lpnews

■ August 2-8, 2003
Cato University Summer Seminar, Rancho Bernardo Inn, San Diego,
California. Sponsored by the Cato Institute. Speakers include Charlotte
Twight (author, Dependent on DC), G. Marcus Cole (professor, Stanford
Law School), David R. Henderson (economics professor, Naval Postgradu¬
ate School), and Randy Barnett (author, The Structure of Liberty). For
information, visit: www.cato-university.org. Or call: (202) 789-5229.

■ August 3-9, 2003
Mises University, Mises Institute, Auburn, Alabama. Courses, seminars,
and reading groups on the Austrian School of Economics. Speakers
include: Walter Block (author, Defending the Undefendable), David
Gordon (Mises Review), Jorg Guido Hiilsmann (Mises Institute), and
Richard Vedder (Ohio University). For information, e-mail:
pat@mises.org.

■ August 5, 2003
Patrick Henry Supper Club, China Buffet Restaurant, Richmond, Virginia.
Speaker is Kevin Rollins (publisher, Beltway Free-Marketer). For informa¬
tion, call: (804) 266-6572. Or e-mail: leonard@richmondliberty.org.

■ August 15-17, 2003
Louisiana LP Convention, Sheraton Baton Rouge Convention Center
Hotel, Baton Rouge. Speakers include Geoffrey Neale (LP National Chair),
James Lark (former LP chair), and Dr. Eric Mack (Tulane University). For
information, call Mike Wolf: (225) 923-0499. Or visit: www.la.LP.org.

■ August 21-24, 2003
"Toward a Free and Virtuous Society" Student Conference, West
Cornwall, Connecticut. Sponsored by the Acton Institute. An introduction
to the principles of liberty for students of religion, theology, and philos¬
ophy. For information, call: (616) 454-3080. Or visit: www.acton.org.

■ September 26-29, 2003
Gun Rights Policy Conference, Airport Marriott, Houston, Texas.
Sponsored by the Second Amendment Foundation. Speakers include

Wayne LaPierre (NRA), Alan M. Gottlieb (Second Amendment Founda¬
tion), Congressman Ron Paul (R-TX), Joe Tartaro (editor, GunWeek), and
David Kopel (editor, Journal on Firearms & Public Policy). For informa¬
tion, visit: www.saf.org.

■ October 16 , 2003
Heartland Institute's 19th Anniversary Benefit Dinner, Hilton
Chicago Hotel, Chicago, Illinois. Speakers include Robert Poole (founder,
Reason Foundation), Brian Wesbury (economic forecaster), Scott Hodge,
(executive director, Tax Foundation), and M. Stanton Evans (comic). For
information, visit: www.heartland.org. Or call: (312) 377-4000.

■ October 16-19, 2003
"Toward a Free and Virtuous Society" Student Conference,
Dawsonville, Georgia. Sponsored by the Acton Institute. An "introduc¬
tion to the principles of liberty" for students. For information, call:
(616) 454-3080. Or visit: www.acton.org.

■ October 18-19, 2003
The Freedom Summit, Best Western Grace Inn at Ahwatukee, Phoenix,
Arizona. An "annual seminar dedicated to promoting and advancing
human freedom." Speakers include Nathaniel Branden (author, The Six
Pillars of Self-Esteem ), Ron Paul (Congressman, R-TX), Richard Boddie
(past California LP U.S. Senate candidate), Harry Browne (1996 and 2000
LP presidential candidate), Boston T. Party (author, You and the Police),
Vin Suprynowicz (syndicated columnist), and Marc Victor (attorney). For
information, visit: www.freedomsummit.com/.

■ October 23-26, 2003
Cato University Fall Weekend Seminar, Le Chateau Frontenac, Quebec
City, Quebec, Canada. Sponsored by the Cato Institute. Speakers include
Tom Palmer (director, Cato University), Don Boudreaux (George Mason
University), and Dan Griswold (Center for Trade Policy Studies, Cato
Institute). For information, visit: www.cato-university.org.
For more Upcoming Events, see page 22
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"There is a strong and growing libertarian sentiment in the
country of leaving other people alone."
— Robert Robb, The Arizona Republic, June 11, 2003

"Americans have a deep libertarian streak. They believe in
free choice, and they believe in personal responsibility."
— Dr. David Blumenthal, The Boston Globe, June 12, 2003

"On the municipal level, the [Libertarian] party is gaining
ground, claiming more than 300 officeholders. Republicans
have become concerned enough to start swinging. The con¬

servative Weekly Standard bashed Libertarians for costing the
GOP 'a number of victories in the last election...' "
— Sarah Fenske, The Cleveland Scene, April 30, 2003

I page 1 Sheriff who fought
Brady Bill joins party

I page l LP member
files suit against
electronic voting

I page 3 Libertarian
in North Dakota

fights ethanol subsidy
I page 4 Santa Clara LP

defeats $59m tax hike

"Given the low level of competence among politicians, every
American should become a libertarian."
— Charley Reese, Alameda Times-Star (Alameda, California),

June 17,2003
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